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Resumé

Nærværende afhandling klarlægger hvilke designledelsesmæssige 

problematikker der opstår ved implementeringen af design med en 

empatisk tilgang. 

For at definere hvad empatisk design er, gør jeg brug af designforskning 

for at kortligge en empatisk designdiskurs.

Jeg bidrager i denne afhandling til feltet designledelse ud fra en hypotese 

om at jeg har udført empatisk designpraksis, da jeg i 2012 færdiggjorde 

mit Masters projekt i Design; Health and Wellbeing fra Kingston 

University i London. Her opnåede jeg indsigt i en hemiplegisk patients 

fysiske, psykologiske, sociale og emotionelle udfordringer. Hemiplegi 

er en lammelse i den ene side af kroppen, grundet hjerneskade eller en 

blodprop. 

Jeg designede et genoptræningsredskab i tekstil, baseret  på observation, 

interviews, prototypeudvikling og tests. Redskabet blev ligeledes 

udviklet i samarbejde med eksperter, fagpersoner og en hemiplegisk 

patient. Dette resulterede i en mangesidet rolle for udførelsen af empatisk 

designpraksis. 

I en refleksion over denne rolle fremkommer et mønster af gentagne 

problematikker og udfordringer. Ud fra dette mønster udvikler jeg nye 

retningslinjer for en metodik der kan gavne andre i forsøget på at lede og 

udføre empatisk design. Disse metoder vælger jeg at kalde: Experience-

based Problem Solving, Empathic Visual Transformation, Participatory 

Making og Facilitating Participants.

Metoderne udgør hvordan man kan implementere empatisk design i en 

virksomhed. Hvis dette skal lykkes, skal en organisation være bevidst om 

de designledelsesmæssige problematikker der er forbundet hermed.  For 

at imødekomme disse udfordringer har jeg udarbejdet seks designkriterier 

til hvordan man effektivt kan implementere empatisk design ud fra et 

strategisk, taktisk og operationelt niveau i en organisation. 
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1. Første kriterium er baseret på det faktum at empatisk design tager 

tid at planlægge, strukturere, evaluere samt udføre. Processen 

kræver inddragelse af forskellige fagdiscipliner i et design team og 

fordres af en forskningsbaseret tilgang, for at skabe størst indsigt i 

en patients liv. 

2. Andet kriterium omhandler hvordan en empatisk designpolitik kan 

påvirke de implicitte i designprocessen samt en organisations mind-

set.

3. Det tredje kriterium tager udgangspunkt i hvordan Experience-

based Problem Solving skal ses som en vigtig driver i 

designprocessen.

4. Fjerde kriterium dokumenterer vigtigheden af Empathic Visual 

Transformation som en metode til at dele viden mellem design 

teamet og organisationen. Metoden fostre fælles forståelse samt 

sikrer at alt indsamlet data dokumenteres og gemmes. 

5. Femte kriterium validerer metoden Participatory Making til 

at skabe redskaber der kan hjælpe et design team til at opnå  

banebrydende indsigt ved hjælp af afprøvning, for derved at 

tilegne en følelsesmæssig forståelse for en patients situation. En 

metode der ikke vil virke hensigtsmæssig hvis ikke deltagerne 

bliver kreativt stimuleret til at være produktive gennem metoden 

Facilitating Participants. 

6. Det sidste og sjette kriterium er baseret på den tålmodighed og tillid 

både designlederen og design teamet bør have for at udføre den 

empatiske designagenda effektivt. Designprocessen vil vise sig som 

iterativ og derfor være eksperimentel i sin udførelse. For at drage 

nytte af essensen af empatisk designpraksis skal både designlederen 

og design teamet acceptere hinanden og have tillid til denne 

struktur.

Afslutningsvis vil disse seks designkriterier være med til at løse de 

designledelsesmæssige problematikker samt sikre en central rolle for 

patienten, når en virksomhed ønsker at anvende empatisk design for at 

løse sundhedssektorens fremtidige udfordringer.
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1. Introduction

“Design is a man’s first step towards the mastering of his 

environment.” So said John Luckman (1984, p. 83), a researcher 

of design methodologies, when explaining his approach to the 

management of design.

As a designer, I want to change the environment as well as the experience 

of rehabilitation for stroke patients. This ambition started as a Masters 

project at Kingston University London in May 2012. 

Figure 1 The relationship between the UK project at Kingston University London and 
my thesis in Design Management at Kolding School of Design and Southern University 
Denmark.

While studying for my Masters in Design, Health & Wellbeing in the 

United Kingdom I received great insight into the field from a designers 

point of view. I aim to put to use what I have learnt there. 

My intention with this report is to inform and support others in their 

processes and methodologies when designing for stroke patients. This 

UK
MA Design; Health & Wellbeing

DK
Cand. Mag. Design Management

Research
Design Management
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1 Interview with Dr. 
David Ewins, Consultant 
Clinical Scientist, The 
Gait Laboratory Queen 
Mary’s Hospital London

is an important area within design research and practice, and thus the 

management of design in general. 

 1.1 Prior research

Figure 2 The UK project questioned: How to create a rehabilitation aid that provides 
unexpected and stimulating haptic experiences to motivate ongoing physical activity?

For the proposal of my UK project, I developed a rehabilitation aid 

for stroke patients who were suffering from hemiplegia.

Hemiplegia is the paralysis of one side of the body and usually occurs in 

the upper limbs 1 after a stroke. The condition interrupts the function of 

the hand so that hand mobility is greatly reduced. Early muscle activation 

is critical for a favourable recovery. Unsuccessful hand rehabilitation 

leads to the loss of personal independence, which brings with it great 

and often unchangeable changes in the day-to-day life of the patient in 

question. 

Why?

It is important to rehabilitate finger and hand muscles, in order to aid a 

post stroke hemiplegic person to live a normal life. 

How? 

The empirical basis for the design was gained from experts, organizations 

and users to prototype an evidence-based rehabilitation aid that was 

tested with patients. 

UK project conclusion

UK

MA Design; Health & Wellbeing

UK project
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2 www.servicestyrelsen.
dk/handicap/
hjerneskade/
om-hjerneskade/
hjerneskader-i-tal

3 www.sst.dk/publ/
Publ2011/BOS/
Hjernetraume/

4  National Board of 
Social Services; www.
servicestyrelsen.dk/
handicap/hjerneskade/
aktuelt/reportage-og-
pp-fra-temadag

5 www.fysio.dk/
Upload/graphics/
PDF/Fagfestival2009/
Praesentationer%20
torsdag/Tværfaglig%20
Hjemmetræning%20
af%20Apopleksipatienter.
pdf

As the research process unfolded, it became clear that a more user-friendly 

and personal approach was needed, when developing rehabilitation aids 

for post stroke hemiplegic patients. 

1.2 Design territory

A stroke is a bleed or a blood clot that damages a part of the brain, 

occurring when blood flow to the brain is stopped - thus depriving it 

of blood and oxygen. The Danish Health and Medicines Authority 

estimates that between 10,000-14,000 peoples in Denmark experiences 

a stroke every year 2.

Strokes affect the control system of the brain, which works as a 

transmitter of information between the brain and the muscles. This is 

controlled by our nervous system, which is connected through the spinal 

cord, between the brain and the hands. In 2011, 40,000 Danes suffered 

a stroke. 20 percent of these people were part of the working-capable 

population 3.  85 percent were older than 60 years of age. The average 

age for having a stroke in Denmark is 72 years 4.  This fact brings with it 

a wide range of considerable economic consequences for Danish society 

costing around 7 billion DKK yearly 5.  

1.3 Current research aim

Figure 3 Analysing the UK project as a single case study to reflect on the managerial 
issues of practicing design with an empathic approach, the thesis aims to create design 
criteria which will add insight into the research of design management.

DK

Cand. Mag Design Management

Thesis

Research

Design Management

Design criteria
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1.4 Research Question

How can design research be useful in establishing design criteria for 

rehabilitation aids for hemiplegic patients? 

1.5 Thesis goal

• To define a thesis goal, the first aim is to connect prior research with 

current design research, to define the scope of practicing design 

within stroke, hemiplegia and rehabilitation studies.

• The second aim is to research the day-to-day life of a post stroke 

patient. This will help to clarify tdaily challenges and difficulties, 

which may be physical as well as emotional, social as well as 

psychological. 

• The third aim is to organize and understand the potential challenges 

and opportunities faced in order to strategically manage an empathic 

design process when practicing design for hemiplegia. 

• Finally, the ultimate goal of this thesis is to identify crucial design 

criteria when designing rehabilitation aids for post stroke hemiplegic 

patients, in order to reflect on the issues of design management in a 

health and wellbeing context. 

Figure 4 The connections in establishing design criteria from the practice and 
management of designing a rehabilitation aid for post stroke hemiplegic patients.

Designing a 

rehabilitation aid 

for hemiplegic 

patients 

DK

Cand. Mag Design Management

Thesis

Research

Design Management

Design criteria

UK

MA Design; Health & Wellbeing

UK project
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6  http://www.guard-
ian.co.uk/society/2013/
feb/24/britain-ageing-
population-lords-inquiry

1.6 Why is this relevant?

The future of stroke rehabilitation unfortunately relies on a 

radical turn in the ageing population and presents the challenges of 

reduced resources in practicing nursery, physiotherapy, occupational 

therapy and caretaking. There are simply not enough hands for the 

people who will need them in the future 6. 

Exploring these future challenges is relevant for design practice in 

a health and wellbeing context. As a direct consequence of these 

challenges, research in the field of design management must not be 

neglected. This is important for locating what is essential and what is 

absent when designing for post stroke patients. 

Re-thinking the processes to create new design suggestions could benefit 

the life quality of stroke patients in general and hemiplegic patients in 

particular. 

 

1.7 Current theory in the area

Designerly Ways of Knowing (2006) symptomizes the world of 

design research and therefore relevant for this thesis. Author Nigel 

Cross explains that research must address the practice of design, thus 

raising the problem of what part designers actually play in the design 

process in question. Cross converts this particular mind-set into a 

system which creates guidelines for the foundation of design research, 

while discussing the pros and cons of how to know as a designer.

 

In the book Funology (2003) we see how emotional engagement 

provokes a step away from the standard design usability concerns and 

towards a wider set of concerns, such as fun, enjoyment, aesthetics and 

the user experience. As this was also the intention of the UK project 

proposal I have found the book relevant in theorizing product design 

for post stroke hemiplegic patients. The appearance of - and the way 

we interact with products has dramatically changed, thus resulting in a 

less engaging and/or concerned relationship between us, the users, and 
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these products, claim one of the book’s authors. This point of view can 

emphasize certain design methodologies rather than a logical approach. 

Design research could therefore focus on the science of cognition, when 

establishing a body of knowledge and a range of techniques and methods 

for making products usable and yet enjoyable. 

Within the objective of designing for stroke patients, Hanne Pallesen’s Phd. 

thesis from 2011, “Five years after stroke - from sickness to handicap”, 

states the fact that stroke victims cope with the continuous process of 

remaining stable in at least two different ways: by resigning themselves 

or by making a life project which allows them to control their situation, 

in order to emphasize other possibilities and to formulate or construct 

a positive self-image. The impact of the stroke will have submitted the 

stroke patient to considerable difficulties regarding disability, identity 

and everyday life; all of this demands a constant process of change 

that can be energy-draining. To identify how this affects a post stroke 

patient physically, emotionally, social and psychologically, Pallesen’s 

findings are relevant to the subject of this thesis. Her study also shows 

that adopting an optimistic approach to life can lead to a continuation in 

learning about abilities and limitations, as well as the development of 

new skills and to the birth of a new, personal identity.

Jeanne Liedtka and Tim Ogilvie (2011) have drawn out the ‘how and 

why’ of design thinking, and brought it into a new light, claiming that 

design thinking is a systemic approach to solve certain problems. When 

framing post stroke problems, I tend to be influenced by their theories 

of design thinking to employ a broad scope for theorizing managerial 

issues when practicing design with an empathic approach. In their book 

Designing for Growth, Liedtka and Ogilvie model a tool-kit, starting 

with the user and demonstrating an ability to create a better future world. 

They teach both designers and non-designers how to manage future 

challenges and how to turn these into an opportunity for growth. 

From the prospect of self-management to psychological theories 

and emerging behaviour change techniques, Sara Joice promotes 

positive self-care in patients who have had a stroke in the article “Self-

management following stroke” for the Nursing Standards in 2012. Self-
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management is a tool for addressing barriers in self-care, such as the 

attitudes of patients and health care professionals. Self-management 

comprises medical and therapeutic management, achieving positive 

health behaviours and managing emotional consequences. As the UK 

project proposal advocates a personal approach as well – Joice’s focus 

on self-management is seen highly relevant to the changes in society. She 

promotes a shift towards caring for patients as individuals rather than 

focusing on the patient as a billboard for an illness, and incorporating a 

holistic approach to care.

1.8 Literature review

To demonstrate my theoretical framework, I include a diagram, 

which maps in the field in which my research is positioned. 

Figure 5 The framework collects several disciplines to create a theoretical context for 
my research to be useful in establishing the design criteria. 

Physio Therapy

Hanne Pallesen

Engineering Design

Merlijn Kouprie and 
Froukje Visser

Mark A. Blythe, 
Kees Overbeeke, Andrew 
F. Monk and Peter C. 

Product Design

Carolien E. Postma, Elly 
Zwartkruis-Pelgrim, 
Elke Daemen and Jia Du

Industrial Design

Nigan Bayazit, Nigel 
Cross and Ralf Mitchel

Design Research

Jeanne Liedtka and Tim 
Ogilvie

Design Thinking

Brigitte Borja De Mozota 
and Kathryn Best

Design Management

Katja Batterbee, 
Ilpo Koskinen and Tuuli
Mattelmäki

Empathic Design

Bruce H. Dobkin

Neuro Rehabilitation

Christena Nippert-Eng

Social Science
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With a practice-based approach, I hope to contribute to the field of 

design management by identifying specific design criteria needed 

when designing within a health and wellbeing context. To reflect 

on the managerial issues involved in designing rehabilitation 

aids for post stroke hemiplegic patients, I will employ the 

following methods and approaches based on the relevant theory: 

• In order to position this thesis within a historical context, I have 

located my definition of design research as based on Nigan 

Bayazit’s (2004) review of the field. In my adoption of design 

research theory, I have been inspired by the reflections of Nigel 

Cross (1984, 2006), who, along with Ralf Mitchel in his collection 

of essays and selected projects is contributing greatly to the 

state of design research in 2007. I wish to explore how design 

research interacts with design methodology and practice, in order 

to reach some conclusions about the management of design. To 

support this hypothesis I put to use the information gathered from 

Christena Nippert-Eng’s open lecture at the Copenhagen Institute 

of Interaction Design on the 28th of January 2013. In doing this, it 

is my ambition to connect social science methods with design so a 

reflection on the approached gained and employed during my UK 

project will be achieved.  

• I will structure a time line for reviewing the origins of empathic 

design in order to develop a design discourse. I will do this by 

defining an empathic design approach with help from the following 

works: 

 

> Hugh Murell and his development of a scientific discipline in  

1950 called “Human factors”. 

> The industrial design approach “Design for people” by Henry  

Dreyfuss in 1955. 

> “Design for the disabled” with Selwyn Goldsmith’s offer to an 

architectural planning manual in 1963.  

> The social design context framed by Victor Papanek in 1971, 

which led to the term “Design for the real world”. 
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> The ideology of “Design participation” – a multidisciplinary 

approach presented by Nigel Cross in 1972. 

> “Universal Design” – a discipline invented by Ronald L. Mace as 

a way of employing usability in the 1980s. 

> Patricia Moore’s experiences of “Life-span Design” from 1982. 

> The idea of “User-Centred Design” by Donald Norman in 1988. 

> The “Inclusive Design” approach adopted by Roger Coleman in 

1991. 

> The Organization EIDD and their philosophy of the term “Design 

for all”. 

> The IDES presentation of “Design and Emotion” in 1999. 

> Patrick W. Jordan’s “Pleasure-based design approach” from 2000. 

> The evolvement into “Design for experience” by Jane Fulton Suri 

in 2003. 

> “Transformation Design” by the UK Design Council in 2004. > 

Donald Norman’s human-centered and interdisciplinary approach 

“Emotional Design” from 2005. 

• I shall sum up my theoretical approaches into design research and 

empathic design as a way of hypothesizing the managerial issues 

involved in the area of health and wellbeing. I have implemented 

the theories of several scholars. Katja Batterbee, Iilpo Koskinen 

and Tuuli Mattelmäki (2003) and Kees Overbeeke, Mark A. Blythe, 

Andrew F. Monk and Peter C. Wright (2003) in order to reflect 

on the systematic design processes involved when designing for 

user experiences as well as how to combine empathic design 

within the discipline of product design. This works to create 

an understanding of empathic design principles, and here I was 

influenced by Merlijn Kouprie and Froukje Visser’s (2009) article 

“A framework of empathy in design: stepping into and out of the 

users life”. When implementing an empathic design approach in 

designing a rehabilitation aid for post stroke hemiplegic patients I 

approach the managerial issues by looking into Carolien E. Postma, 

Elly Zwartkruis-Pelgrim, Elke Daemen, and Jia Du’s (2012) 

article “Challenges in Doing Empathic Design: Experiences from 

Industry”.  
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• I use my UK project to do research as a single case study.

• I review the data from my UK Project corresponding the facts 

of Bruce H. Dobkin (2005) and Hanne Pallesen’s (2011) work 

and Phd. research findings, in order to locate and empathize the 

difficulties of post stroke patients. To support my hypothesis, 

which investigates post stroke patient’s quality of life, the work 

of Clare L. Scott, Louise H. Phillips, Marie Johnston, Maggie M. 

Whyte and Mary J. MacLeod’s (2012) regarding the protocol of 

emotion processing and social participation following stroke, to be 

reviewed.

• I summarize my findings to reflect on the shortcomings of the 

UK project by mapping the design process and sketching the 

managerial issues on top. 

• To support these findings I use Brigitte Borja De Mozota’s book 

Design Management: Using Design to Build Brand Value and 

Corporate Innovation from 2003 to discuss the connections in 

organizing empathic design. Furthermore I intend to implement 

Kathryn Best’s book Design Management: Managing Design 

Strategy, Process and Implementation from 2006, to underpin 

the managerial issues of implementing design with an empathic 

approach in an organization.

• I analyse the empirical facts collected to identify design criteria 

for further work in the health and wellbeing context. I do this by 

evidencing theoretical material gathered from Jeanne Liedtka and 

Tim Ogilvie’s (2011) book on design thinking and the management 

of future changes. 

• In order to return to my research question and conclude the work 

gathered in this thesis, I will reflect on the findings by listing a line 

of design criteria based on it in order to motivate and engage others 

in their efforts to design for post stroke hemiplegic patients.  
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7 www.mitpressjournals.
org

2. Definitions

2.1 Design Research as a historical review

From an evolutionary point of view, design historian Beat 

Schneider (2007, p. 212) claims that it was during the 1980s that design 

was defined and recognized as a science. Before that period it was 

looked upon as a craft, technique or artistic practice.

Professor of Design Richard Buchanan and design historian Victor 

Margolin claim in their introduction, The Idea of Design (1995) that 

reversed emphasis in design discourse began in the 1980s. They state 

that writers increasingly focused their attention in the direction of the 

psychological, the social and the value-oriented in products, as well as 

in the direction of discipline of design practice. Their observation refers 

to an analytical relation to the field of design practitioners, primarily 

prepared by writers in the 1980s, and later in 1995 by Buchanan and 

Margolin.

Design researcher L. Bruce Archer, a Professor at the Royal College of 

Art in London and one of the other European pioneers in championing 

research in design and helping to establish it as an academic discipline, 

said in 1981 that: 

“Design research is a systematic inquiry whose goal is knowledge 

of, or in, the embodiment of configuration, composition, structure, 

purpose, value and meaning in man-made things and systems” 

(Bayazit 2004, p. 16).

Another fact which testifies and concludes that research was incorporated 

in the scientific agenda of design, was the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology’s publication DesignIssues, an academic journal established 

in 1984 to examine design history and theory in order to provoke inquiry 

into the cultural and intellectual issues surrounding design 7.  

I hereby conclude that the term design research origin in the early 1980s. 

In 2004, the journal DesignIssues published the article “Investigating 
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Design: A review of Forty years of Design Research” by Nigan Bayazit. 

In it, Bayazit claims that it was the De Stijl movement, which in the early 

1920s aimed to “scientize design”. He continues in the article:

“The roots of design research in many disciplines were found within 

the Bauhaus tradition that was established as the methodological 

foundation for design education” (Ibid. p. 17). 

In his work Bayazit tends to view the practice of design from a design 

methodological perspective and design research from a scientific one, 

in order to restrict the limits of what is needed to research such a topic. 

He states that design research tries to fulfil the obligations of designing 

for the humanities, saying that:

• Design research is concerned with the physical embodiment of 

man-made things: how these things perform their jobs, and how 

they work.

• Design research is concerned with construction as a human activity: 

how designers work, how they think, and how they carry out the 

design activity. 

• Design research is concerned with what is achieved at the end of a 

purposeful design activity: how an artificial thing appears, and what 

it means.

• Design research is concerned with the embodiment of 

configurations.

• Design research is a systematic search and acquisition of 

knowledge related to design and design activity (Ibid. p. 16).  

Later in 2006, Nigel Cross made a series of statements regarding his 

view on the field. He “symptomizes” the world of design research by 

stating that design research must address the epistemology of design. 

He did so by questioning: “How can anyone know precisely about 

design without practicing it?” This question makes me reflect on 

design practice from a definite methodological perspective and with 

Bayazit’s claim in mind, research as a scientific approach of design. 
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Later in the year 2007, the Board of International Research in Design 

collected the state of design research. One of the contributors was Pieter 

Jan Stappers, a Professor at the Delft University of Technology in the 

Netherlands (in the Faculty of Industrial Design Engineering). He claims: 

“The increasing complexity of modern technologies in products has led 

to the establishment of design as an academic discipline, and a rapid 

growth in the connections between science, engineering and design” 

(2007, p. 81).

Stappers claims that all those who contribute research on design, clearly 

recognize it as an academic discipline.

I therefore conclude that the term design research is to be regarded as 

a historical process in creating academic Masters courses in design - 

including the foundation of the MA in Design Management at Southern 

University Denmark and Kolding School of Design.

In my thesis, I want to demonstrate my contribution to the field of 

research through my experience as a design practitioner, by using 

design research and incorporating insights from the past back into the 

practicing profession. With this intention, I wish to reflect on how to 

design rehabilitation aids for post stroke hemiplegic patients, and how 

an empathic design perspective may bring with it a contribution to the 

field of health and wellbeing as well as design management.

2.2 Investigating empathic design 

To do this I have started of by looking into several writings on 

industrial design, design thinking and product design to figure out the 

term empathic design. 

“Empathic design is a research approach that is directed towards 

building creative understanding of users and their everyday life’s for 

new product development” (Postma et al. 2012a, p. 59).
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It seems that empathic design emerged in the 1990s so that design 

practitioners would be made aware of the need for a sensitive approach 

through the gaining of insights from the user’s experience. By doing 

so, they can be better able to understand the users, their situation, and 

feelings: all in all, they can be more empathic (Batterbee and Koskinen 

2003, Kouprie and Visser 2009, Postma et al. 2012a,). In my research 

on defining a scope of practicing design within stroke, hemiplegia and 

rehabilitation studies, several definitions begin appearing. I have listed 

these in figure 6 to define the origin of empathic design.

Figure 6 Mapping the origins and correlations between various theories when 
formulating industrial design and product design to term empathic design. 
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The definitions are listed according to their date of their origin, beginning 

from left to right, and primarily concentrated within the field of industrial 

design as the epistemology of design – as a method and a way of thinking 

(Cross 2006). I choose to refer to this as the empathic design approach. 

The research locates itself in the beginning of the 1950s when the 

British Professor Hugh Murrell 8 proposed the term “Ergonomics” or 

“Human Factors” to outline a scientific discipline concerned with the 

understanding of the interactions amongst humans and other elements of 

a given system. It also referred to a profession that applies a combination 

of theory, principles, data and methods to design in order to optimise 

human wellbeing and overall system performance – two things that are in 

definite relation. Five years later, the industrial designer Henry Dreyfuss 

pioneered the term “Design for People” as a variety of industrial design 

that rigorously puts people first 9. Dreyfuss’ statement is rightly deemed 

an invaluable and influential observation for designers in general. 

In 1963 the British architect and polio victim, Selwyn Goldsmith 

wrote the manual “Designing for the Disabled” 10 - a comprehensive 

architectural planning text, which provided observations and guidance 

for incorporating wheelchair access in buildings for disabled people. In 

the 1960s, this was an entirely new concept in the UK; in combination 

with Goldsmith’s inclusive ideas, the term came to be a foundation of the 

empathic design approach. 

Victor Papanek, an Austria born designer, stated the following in 

1971: “Much recent design has satisfied only evanescent wants and 

desires, while the genuine needs of man have often been neglected 

by the designer”. His use of the term “Design for the Real World” 

advocated an early focus on a social design context (Papanek, 1985) 

and a sustainable design approach (Chick and Micklethwaithe, 2011). 

This can be regarded in a wider context within the empathic agenda, and 

is therefore categorized as a related terminology within the empathic 

design approach.

In 1972, former industrial designer, architect and design researcher Brit 

Nigel Cross edited the book Design Participation – proceeding of the 
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11 Ibid.

12  President’s lecture 
– Patricia Moore, AD&D 
event 12th of October, 
2011, London. 

Design Research society’s Conference, Manchester, September, 1971, to 

follow up the Design Engineering Congress in United Kingdom (Byanzit, 

2010). The multi-disciplinary perspective of the congress provided 

a different view on the traditional design process, which included 

other disciplines, and therefore seen as a highly influential event in 

empathic design history. Many researchers have subsequently included 

participatory design principles, such as Sanders (2004,2006,2008), 

Postma, Zwartkruis-Pelgrim, Daemen, and Du (2012a), Stappers 

(2004,2008), Fulton Suri (2003a), Kouprie and Visser (2009). Their 

research and contribution of a multi-perspective to the field of design 

greatly aids this thesis.

Later on in the 1980s, the term “Universal Design” firstly appeared. 

The American designer, architect and polio sufferer Ronald L. Mace 

formulated what are now regarded as the pillars of Universal Design, 

when he stated that: “The design of products and environments should 

be usable by all people, to the greatest extent possible, without the need 

for adaptation or specialized design” 11. This statement is yet another 

example of a design approach, which empathises and relates with its 

particular user.

In the late 1970s, another American industrial designer Patricia Moore 

started to prepare her study of the lifestyles of the older generation 

in North America 12. She did so through her two-year fieldwork and 

sociologic experiment in which she dressed as an elderly lady aged 80+. 

The term “Life-span Design” aims to empathise with the experiences and 

situations faced by elderly people in the day-to-day life. Her empathic 

experience with older generations is therefore closely related and similar 

to the origin of the empathic design approach. 

American Donald Norman - an academic in the field of cognitive 

science, design and usability design agenda was the first to situate the 

“User-Centred Design” terminology at the forefront of every design 

practitioner’s thought processes, in order to achieve the grounding of 

the process of information about the people who would use the product. 

User-Centred Design processes focus on users through the planning, 

design and development of a product, Norman concluded.  
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 13 http://www.hhc.rca.
ac.uk/research/id/index.
html

14  http://www.design-
forall.org/en/origens.php

As the terms start interrelating, a pattern emerges. These terms either 

originates in the hands of former designers and architects (born with 

a condition that allows them to speak with expertise about the rights 

of their fellow sufferers). Alternatively, from those who use a costume 

or an artifice to attempt to experience these situations first hand; such 

as Moore who dressed herself to look like a lady of around 80 years 

of age. Other advocates of empathy-related agendas include former 

engineers, architects or designers that went into the field of research. A 

pattern emerges amongst all the contributors, which suggests that they 

are somehow either based in Western Europe or United States. 

A similar term, “Inclusive Design”, was thought of by another design 

researcher at the Royal College of Art London called Roger Coleman, 

during his collaboration with the Ergonomics Society, which began in 

1991 13. Inclusive design is the “design of mainstream products and/

or services that are accessible to, and usable by, as many people as 

reasonably possible ... without the need for special adaptation or 

specialised design”. Coleman wanted to create an inclusive, rather than 

an exclusionary design approach.

In 1995 a design philosophy targeting the use of products, services 

and systems by as many people as possible, and without the need for 

adaptation founded the term “Design for All” as created by “EEID - 

Design for All Europe”. Whereas the term inclusive design was aimed 

at as many people as reasonably possible, the Design for All approach 

reaches out to a wider audience:  “…human diversity, social inclusion 

and equality” 14. 

The previously mentioned terms look upon the environment and how 

people operate within it. The International Design and Emotion Society 

raised in 1999 valid issues among practitioners, researchers, and industry 

about integrating salient themes about emotional experience into the 

design profession (Desmet and Hekkert, 2009). This implementation of 

sensation into design is closely linked to the emotional employment of 

the empathic design approach; both are interconnected. 

The Anglo-American writer Patrick W. Jordan (2000) defines an even 
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deeper level of attention to emotional requirements in design, by 

referring to Hugh Murrell’s “Human Factors”. He places an importance 

on “pleasure” above functionality and usability, to encourage designers 

to include a “Pleasure-based approach” in their works. Whereas Jordan 

describes how to design for awakening people’s pleasures, Norman 

(1994) localizes emotions within product “affordance”. Affordance is 

related to the senses as to how a user perceives a product (Krippendorff, 

1995) as a tool used deliberately to influence the user emotionally. With 

Norman’s term “Emotional Design” from 2005, this link between the 

empathic design approach and the product design is manageable; to 

design products that affects the users cognitive emotions. 

Within the philosophy of empathic design and to how to practice it, Jane 

Fulton Suri - an industrial designer and partner in one of the worlds 

leading design firms IDEO, coined the method “Design for Experience” 

(Fulton Suri, 2003a). She advocated the adoption of an objective 

research method to empathise and understand user experience. Today, 

the term “User Experience Designer/Architect” is often listed as a job 

title at many design and architectural firms to fulfil an empathic agenda.

In 2004, the British Design Council flagged the empathic agenda with the 

creation of the “do-tank” RED 15, a group who challenge and encourage 

society to bring design way of thinking in to use to the transformation 

of public services. The term was named “Transformation Design” – a 

human-focused interdisciplinary process that seeks to create desirable 

and sustainable changes in the behaviour and form of individuals, 

systems and organizations, often concentrated around and within socially 

progressive ends. 

To conclude, the empathic design approach has many similarities to the 

latest developments of empathic design discourse, and can in extension 

to this be seen part of the governmental agenda for societal changes. 

This accreditation bolsters the foundation, development, and relevance 

of empathic design as a holistic and usable design approach in changing 

the health and wellbeing environment.   
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2.3 How to practice empathic design?

Having analysed the origin of empathic design in order to 

clarify the evolution of the approach, I will now move on to clarifying 

definitions of the term. Figure 6 therefore maps the different definitions 

and methodologies a designer should be aware of when designing in 

the area of stroke, hemiplegia and rehabilitation. 

One of the empathic design champions Jane Fulton Suri describes the 

empathic design approach, when she quotes the Chinese philosopher 

Lao Tse: “What I hear I forget. What I see, I remember. What I do, I 

understand”  (Fulton Suri 2003a, p. 43).

I find the concept “…What I do, I understand” interesting as it refers to 

the experience, which a designer could have when trying to empathize 

with the user of the product in question. The experience is valuable 

knowledge, since the designer is hereby able to feel and understand the 

users specific problem - and challenge areas. This is an approach that 

creates a close emotional and sensory link between the designer and who 

he or she is designing for. 

In realizing the principles of practicing empathic design, Fulton Suri 

(2003b, p. 54) ranges from the objective to the subjective. She states four 

types of methods for understanding the empathic design approach and 

how it supports design practice: 

• Learning from data, whether secondary sources or own analyses

• Looking at people in context

• Asking people to participate

• Trying things ourselves

Fulton Suri’s approach relates to the act of experiencing and has 

rapidly evolved in response to the popular notion of designing for user 

experience (Postma et al. 2012a). Designing for experience involves a 

design, which is guided by a broad and thorough understanding of the 

users and their particular experiences. This also means that the empathic 
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design approach affects the behaviours and experiences of the users 

beyond the individual product and service - a holistic attitude of user-

centred design for developing products that are pleasurable to use. Or as 

Patrick W. Jordan (2000) puts it, “The rise of human factors in design”, 

referring to one of the pioneers of ergonomics, Hugh Murrell. 

To locate the approach in this thesis on design management, I have 

looked into other design researchers to support future practitioners 

in doing empathic design for new product development in health and 

wellbeing contexts. I did this, for example, by viewing Postma, Lauche 

and Stappers’ (2012b, p. 32) article “Social Theory as a thinking tool for 

Empathic Design” which stresses empathic design thinking within the 

set up of four principles stated below. One must:

• Address people’s rationality and emotions produced during the use of 

a product in a balanced way by combining observations of people’s 

actions with interpretations of their thought, feelings and dreams.

• Make emphatic inferences about prospective users, their thoughts, 

feelings, and dreams, and their possible futures of product use. 

• Involve users as partners in new product development, so that 

researchers and designers can continually develop and check their 

creative understanding in dialogue with users.

• Engage design team members as cross-disciplinary experts in people 

research, thus encouraging researchers and designers to join forces 

in designing and conducting people research to ensure that users’ 

perspectives are included in new product development. 

When quoting design researchers and how they define thinking tools to 

support designers in doing empathic design for new product development, 

it is natural to look at the managerial principles within this process. 

2.4 Putting design with an empathic approach together 
with management

From a design practitioner’s point of view, the challenge in 

hypothesizing design management can be a difficult task. 
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From a personal point of view, I suggest that a better definition of design 

management, at least within the field of empathic design, would be the 

managerial discipline of practicing design with an empathic approach – 

particularly considered within the parameters of this thesis.

When using design research as a method for explaining this I refer to 

Postma et al. (2012a) who claims that a certain managerial attitude has 

to be embedded. This involves: 

• Respecting users

• Being committed to understanding users needs and desires

• Building holistic understanding of users’ activities

• Relying on the personal insight and creativity.  

According to design researcher Dr. Elizabeth Sanders, a pioneer in the 

use of “Participatory Design”, empathic design needs to be embedded 

on all levels within an industrial context in order to become successfully 

practiced. She stress’ that:

“It’s not just about tools and techniques, because these need to 

be practiced through methods which are organized, clustered and 

approached through methodologies (…) If we are working with people 

who don’t think it makes sense to design with the client and design with 

people, it stops here” (Ibid. p. 62).

Within an organisational context this means that the empathic design 

approach has to permeate the culture of the organization – from the tools 

and techniques, to the methods, methodology and mindset. A visual 

transformation of this structure is reflected later on in this thesis.

James Pilditch, a design champion focuses on the product and industrial 

design, and theorizes the issue in the following manner: 

“Effective design combines analysis, imagination, practicality and 

sensibility. All the arts you need to make new things work” (Gorb, 1990, 

p. 15).
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16 Appendix 1 – the list 

of content p. 4 in the case 

study report

Citing Pilditch, I understand effective as being operational in style, 

combining analysis and practice with an empathic approach to employ 

design.

In relation to Sanders, I learned by practicing design with an empathic 

approach in the UK that the process is ambiguous and involves several 

stages of managerial design principles. Therefore designing rehabilitation 

aids for post stroke hemiplegic patients can be comprehended as 

operational in style (Ibid.) but does undoubtedly and nevertheless contain 

work that reaches far beyond this 16.  

With Sanders’ and Pilditch’s suggestions in mind, I will combine the 

skills I learned in the UK project to come up with a line of results. It is 

therefore clear to me that the practice of empathic design includes:

 

• Strategic planning of time frame and clarifying aims of the project.

• Engaging stakeholders to locate a multidisciplinary approach to 

convince the different types of disciplines to corporate.

• Observing, through ethnological methodologies, to discover and 

clarify relational systems.

• Mapping insight with the help of graphic design, to visually connect 

and overview the systems.

• Sketching, as a way of experimental thinking.

• Analysing data, with an anthropological mind-set.

• Interviewing, by borrowing methods from the social science to 

assure evidence and differentiate data.

• Brainstorming and word association, as a design methodology to 

generate possibilities and alternative solutions.

• Rapid Prototyping, to get in the mode of the user’s experience 

operating experience–based design.

• Concluding studies for generative design research, to enrich the 

process.

• Creating experience-based tools, encouraging the design team to 

gather insight.

• Transforming user-experiences, within an inclusive and empathic 

mindset in order to identify product opportunities and generate 
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product concepts.

• Developing a design brief, structuring the design process by using 

project management skills.

• Visually transforming data, with the help of disciplines within 

Interaction Design, to tell the story.

• Teaming up with staff, relatives and patients, by applying participatory 

design approaches to engage valuable relationships.

• Developing user scenarios, by exploiting a user-centred design 

approach to inform stakeholders.

• Establishing user co-creation, by initiating and facilitating set ups 

for users, to be co-designers.

• Doing material research

• Do modelling, from the principles of rapid prototyping and making 

in order to gain user-testing feedback.

• Engaging in concept ideation by using visual design to contextualise 

the inquiry.

• Organizing user testing, which includes participatory observations 

for documentation.

• Developing a product, by using craft or engineering techniques to 

make it feasible.

• Executing user testing, to collect the feedback for a re-design.

• Finalizing the visual concept of the product. 

When reflecting on the UK project process the outcome appears as an 

iterative rather than linear process. Jeanne Liedtka and Tim Ogilvie 

(2011) in their work on a design thinking kit for managers, both stress 

the importance of design practice, which they iterate not only in time, 

but also across various levels. Experienced in the UK-project the process 

moved continuously back and forth between levels of abstraction, 

between the big picture and the concrete, to seek comfort in the tangible. 

Lidtka and Ogilvie (Ibid. p. 31) furthermore say: “Design starts with a 

tentative solution and experts to improve it through experimentation”.

I therefore conclude that when designing within a health and wellbeing 

context, the process is uncertain, and needs to be experimental; it 

therefore has to be managed to stay on track. A process referred to earlier 

as the epistemology of design (Cross, 2006) could be renamed as a way 
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of thinking. I therefore refer to Thomas Lockwood, president of Design 

Management Institute who frames it in the following way: 

“The term design thinking is generally referred to as applying a 

designer’s sensibility and methods to problem solving, no matter what 

the problem is” (Lockwood, 2010 p. xi). 

Margolin and Buchanan (1995) harmonize the perception of design 

thinking as a multidisciplinary discipline, which involves gaining 

knowledge with a remaining function to conceive, plan, and present 

ideas about design products. 

Falling in line with this idea, I conclude a parallel between design 

thinking and the management of design with an empathic approach, as 

a way to plan and help discovering unmet needs to create opportunities 

for presenting new solutions. 

In Lockwood’s opinion, design management is primarily the ongoing 

management and leadership of design, organizations, processes, and 

designed outputs; i.e. products, services, communications, environments, 

and interactions. As I experienced it, the managerial process covers 

several stages and involves different parties and people over time. 

To interpret this I make a visual overview of how empathic design fit in 

alongside with design research and design management discipline. To do 

this I use Sanders’ topography of design. See figure 7 on the next page. 

Sanders translation of the design landscape, mapped the many cognitive 

collages of the design research state of the art in 2006.

“The vertical dimension describes the impetus of the design research 

approaches. The top half (i.e., design-led) contains design research 

methods and tools that have been introduced into practice from a 

design perspective. The lower half (i.e., research-led) contains design 

research methods and tools that have been introduced into practice from 

a research perspective. It is easy to see that in 2006 the lower half of the 

space is more densely populated than the top half. In 2006 researchers 

than by designers influenced design research.
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Figure 7 The adopted figure from Sanders (2006) shows the study of the place where 
the managerial issues of practicing design with an empathic approach rises – this with 
a pink dashed circle.

The horizontal dimension describes the mindsets of those who practice 

and teach design research. It is a bipolar dimension. In fact, you can 

think of the right and the left sides of the space as two distinct cultures 

of design research. The left side exemplifies the expert mindset. At the 

bottom of the left side, the researcher is the expert. Researchers talk 

about the people that they do research on as subjects, or informers or 

users. The people are asked questions and/or requested to respond to 

certain stimuli and/or observed. At the top of the left side, the designer 

is the expert who creates things to probe or provoke response from the 

people who are often referred to as the audience. The designers might 

also create things to provoke and/ or communicate with other expert 

designers. The expert mindset is all about designing for people using 

specialized skills and expertise.

The right side exemplifies the participatory mindset. On this side, the 

researchers or designers invite the people who will benefit from design 

into the design process as partners. The participatory designers and 
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researchers respect the expertise of the people and view them as co-

creators in the process. The participatory mindset is about designing 

with people.” (Sanders 2006, p. 6)

Possessing the role both as design practitioner and researcher in design, 

I use my influence on top of Sanders’ topography of design by writing 

this thesis. I therefore combine my role as a design manager with an 

empathic approach, in order to establish a multifaceted role. 

This multifaceted viewpoint of course brings up several challenges, 

which will be formulated later on in the thesis, and which frame the 

demand of design criteria when designing for post stroke hemiplegic 

patients.

3. Identifying post stroke patient challenges

In the effort of hypothesizing empathic design into new product 

development I am inspired to look into the challenges of the user. I 

therefore start to identify the challenges faced by post stroke patients.  

“To make successful products, designers have to consider not only how 

the product functions, but also about the subjective factors associated 

with it. These subjective factors are called “user-experience.” (…) 

This book argues that designers need systematic methods to be able to 

study experiences, and that these methods have to enable the empathic 

understanding of the user” (Koskinen, 2003, p. 7).

Reviewing the literature concerning empathic design and findings on 

stroke patients and rehabilitation identifies the physical, emotional, social 

and psychological challenges facing post stroke patients. This insight is 

therefore combined with the findings I acquired from performing the 

case study of my UK project at Kingston University in London.
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3.1 New research

In reference to Koskinen I would like to identify the challenges 

facing post-stroke patients by studying their experiences during the 

early appearance of a stroke, as this was not a focus point in the UK 

project. A more alert reader may have already realized that this is a 

complicated task, even for one with an imaginary mindset, such as a 

designer.

Personally, I imagine the stroke to be an out-of-the-body experience; 

of course, this is a problematic and perhaps a premeditated assumption 

as I luckily have not seen, smelt, heard, tasted or felt anything like the 

experience of having a stroke. To step into the footsteps of a post-stroke 

user and predict how they feel and encounter things is in it self a design 

project. I therefore have to rely on experts and those with first-hand 

experience, in order to gain an understanding.

To identify the appearing condition of a stroke patient directly after 

the stroke has occurred, I will use the article “The clinical science of 

neurological rehabilitation” written by Dobkin (2005). He explains the 

condition as:

“Neuro-rehabilitation studies of patients, who have had a stroke often 

have limitations, including heterogeneity of impairments and disabilities, 

poorly defined or controlled interventions and small differences in 

treatment time or type of treatment” (Ibid. p. 1678).

In order to achieve the identification of potential opportunities in stroke 

recovery I visually transform the post stroke journey by using Dobkin’s 

(2005) algorithm appendix 2, as a placement for rehabilitation to show 

the many different as well as diverse stages influencing a stroke patient. 

See figure 8 on next page. 

In my reflections and writing about the challenges facing the post stroke 

patients journey it becomes obvious to me which aspects of the UK 

project that could indeed have been investigated further. In the effort to 
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understand the real user experience based on Dobkin’s facts, I see this 

perspective as objective and not effective for an imagery design soul. 

Transforming theoretical information into a visual map could stand as 

an empathic design method, not only for the interpreter but also for a 

design practitioner.

Figure 8 I map the post stroke journey based on Dobkin’s (2005) experiences translated 
from appendix 2, to demonstrate a more empathic visualization. 

Understanding first-hand experience in reflecting visions and 

interpretations of a post stroke journey provides tangible form to the 

elusive experiences (Batterbee and Koskinen, 2003). I therefore rely 

on sketching and empathic design theory to come up with a broader 

perspective of researching empathic design. 
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By applying data and methods from the UK project and combining it 

with new research on the area concerning stroke patients, I work towards 

discovering a post stroke patient’s day-to-day challenges to reveal 

managerial issues when practicing design for a health and wellbeing 

context.

Writing this thesis seven months after I delivered the UK project has 

provided me with time to reflect on this journey. Amongst other things, 

I have discovered that the UK project has been introduced at the Queen 

Mary’s Hospital in London, and has provided me with the opportunity 

to observe its use. 

A valuable lesson was learnt in the process: that the evidence and 

experience that first captured my imagination did not only result from 

facts and objective data, but also emerged from observation, interviews, 

user scenario building, approaches to empathic design and problem-

solving experience. 

Dobkin, as an experienced medical doctor treating stroke patients, 

understands and recognizes the general pattern of a post-stroke journey. 

What is clear is that for a designer, the feeling of having a stroke cannot 

be sensed and experienced – this is why it proves to be a complicated 

task trying to understand a post-stroke victim’s feelings and emotions. 

This inability to understand the condition faced by the patient can result 

in their being put in intensive care units in hospitals. 

Therefore, the next part focuses on the support, treatment and process 

of helping a patient get back to normal. Dobkin (2005) mentions this in 

figure 8 as the “Patient medical stable” phase, where the patient is ready 

to participate in physical and cognitive activity, and it is from this point 

that my interpretation initializes.

3.2 Reflecting on the case study of the UK project 

Since the research of the UK project is based on a case study 
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report, appendix 1, the following chapters summarize and reflects on 

the experiences of finalizing the Masters course in Design; Health & 

Wellbeing at Kingston University in London. 

The case study material is therefore referred to, and when relevant, the 

old research has been visibly categorized (in an outlined box with blue 

font colour) from the new research.

3.21 The lessons of doing research

The foundation of the UK project was based on research as well 

as on an opportunity to perform observation at a neuro-rehabilitation 

unit. 

The beginning of the research felt extremely frustrating, as the context 

of health and wellbeing is very broad. Therefore the project started with 

research made into neuro-rehabilitation as I was given the opportunity to 

go visit a neuro-rehabilitation unit. 

Not all of the information done in the early research phase appeared 

valid. As I used the Internet to gather insight into the field of neuro-

rehabilitation, it felt at times like a jungle of information. I began 

sorting it out by judging the relevant sources, the author and his/her 

experiences by looking at the different references and date of origin. 

Different organizations came up in the search of neuro-rehabilitation and 

fostered a new opportunity to collect insight of relevance and specialized 

knowledge. 

The research phase did not end at a certain point of time. As in an 

iterative process more information was gained through the observation 

and interviews, to gain even more specific insight. 

A lesson learnt through analysing the UK project is that doing research is 

a time-consuming activity, which should be regarded as highly valuable 

for a designer’s insight. Research empowers the process, providing the 

mind with the intrepid task of pursuing the possibilities of non-localized 

issues. The research phase should continue throughout the process, and 
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make both written and visual documentation.

3.22 An experimental way of thinking

The method of sketching becomes a tool, for illustrating new 

insights - see appendix 3. 

From hand anatomy issues regarding rehabilitation to prototyping tactile 

stimulation, sketching functions as a way to carry out research with no 

particular goal besides expressing input. 

To visualize insight and information could be looked upon as a principle 

for layering inspiration. To store research information by sketching is 

another and perhaps an alternative way of documenting insight. Sketching 

could be seen as a discipline, which a designer for example, might find 

more comfort in than they would in other ways of storing research 

information, as it relies on drawing skills and visual transformation of 

knowledgeably facts. Sketching could therefore be held as continuous 

work for ideas to evolve throughout the process and be a beneficial tool 

for the empathic design process.  

Finally I decided to focus on stroke rehabilitation. This was aided by the 

opportunity given of doing observation at the Stroke neuro-rehabilitation 

Unit at Queen Mary’s Hospital in London. So I left the University with 

a level of insight garnered on this new world, armed with a camera and 

a consent form, and hoping the patients did not mind me photographing 

and observing them with their agreement signed in a consent form.

3.23 The lesson of observing

Visiting the Queen Mary’s Neuro-rehabilitation Unit on the 23rd of May 

2012, I realized that the situation was not very comfortable either to the 

patients or me. 

The experience of being researching in a public health care set-up offered 

me some unexpected situations. 
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The staff was very kind but also very busy. They had not invited me; my 

tutor had arranged the visit, and the staff understandably did not have 

extra time in their program to spend on a design student. 

Therefore the task was to stay around without getting in the way. I located 

myself in the gym, along with the therapists and started observing the 

patients. I was aware of the discomfort I felt in standing and watching 

the patients having a hard time as they worked out. While they struggled, 

I had to study them working hard, and exercising their post-stroke limbs. 

This did not feel pleasant, both for the patients as well as for me. Some of 

the patients were in a worse condition than others, with some struggling 

from the effects of a stroke while others from multi sclerosis.  

  

Being at the hospital without even a clue what to design for, I felt this 

was an opportunity not to be missed. The research made beforehand 

became a tool with which to talk with the therapists and make insights 

into the patients’ condition. I realized that my early research into stroke 

and neuro-rehabilitation paved the way to bring this work into the health 

and wellbeing context. 

From my experiences, shown at pages 10-13 in appendix 1, I learnt 

that a visit has to be planned and organized beforehand, in order for 

the outcomes to make sense for the designer, and to make sure that the 

staff does not misuse their time. For structuring my visit, the leading 

physiotherapist sat up a timetable, see appendix 4.

At the neuro-rehabilitation gym the staff did an impressive job helping 

the stroke patient’s exercise and it was undoubtedly understandable 

that they did not have much time for other concerns, like designers for 

example, who were running around not knowing what to look for. 

Therefore the conclusion is to come prepared: when the opportunity for 

an occasion to observe practices in the health and wellbeing environment 

comes along – then take it! 

It might be the foundation of the process, and the impression could create 

further investigation and collaboration with first-hand experience from 

specialists, users or even relatives. 
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3.24 The method of observation

With a personal interest in textiles, the observation opportunity made me 

look after grip and other materials used on the hospital gym facilities.

For other designers this interest would be distinctive or briefed differently 

before visiting. This is another managerial issue and should indeed 

be handled and nurtured before the observation takes place. A design 

manager might have to brief the involved about the set up and make sure 

the assignment, if there is one, is understood in order to motivate and 

prepare for the unseen (Nippert-Eng, 2013). 

A documentation done over a two and half hour period of observation, 

which located the presence of touch and grip and its importance in the 

rehabilitation experience, might not seem as an impressive piece of 

work. Particularly not if it is based only on photographs. 

Doing these observations made the experience adhere in my mind and 

thoughts. But this could have been sketched, filmed, mapped and the 

sound could have been recorded. As I chose to map the touch points of 

grasp and sensory impact, appendix 1 pages 12-15, I transformed my 

experience in a simple and understandable manner. The data could have 

been made as part of a system, as to localize differentiation as a pattern, 

to make a conveying story and a comprehensible visual translation of 

the experience. 

This practice could be a design project in itself. Obviously some designers 

are better than others at establishing a well-defined and well-evidenced 

piece of observational research. But, nevertheless, these methods of 

observation are a useful tool, even if just a little time is spent on it, in 

order to tell the narrative. 

3.25 The lesson of interviewing

As I analyse and run through my UK project actions, one of the 
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shortcomings I observe is the lack of documentation.

To gain further insight and improve comfort in the field, I contacted 

different people to build research from. I interviewed a clinical specialist, 

two physiotherapists, an extreme user (Hippel, 1986) and a stroke 

researcher. 

The evidence material is lacking, as the interviews was not transcribed. 

Instead I create a visual diagram to frame five research statements and 

thereby identify the choices made for the design and development of the 

rehabilitation aid.

Figure 9 The diagram is a visual transformation of the interviews made from the UK 
project.

Title

Research
Statement

Role Leo is born with 
hemiplegia and has 
lived with the condition 
for 19 years.

Fiona is a reader in 
rehabilitation and 
Stroke researcher.

Alice works at Queen 
Mary’s Rehabilitation 
Unit to support the 
patients to get back to 
whatever level they can 
achieve

Dr. David Ewins is 
a clinical engineer 
at Queen Mary’s 
Hospital’s Gait 
laboratory

6th of July
2012

19th of June
2012

23rd of May
2012

15th of May
2012

9th of May
2012

Date of
interview

‘I need something 
for fine hand 
motor control, (...)
There is not much 
humour in the 
treatment.’

‘People’s joints 
muscles can get 
stiff and painful 
after being in a 
hospital bed  for 
a long period of 
time. Movement 
is important and 
this provides a 
feeling of stretch 
and sensory 
experience. We 
work with what 
motivates people.’ 

‘You have to 
visually think what 
you are doing.’ 
(Said to a patient 
during training in 
the Rehabilitation 
gym at Queen 
Mary’s)

Name

Extreme
User

Leo Fiona Alice Maria David

Consultant
Clinical 
Scientist

Phd MSc 
 

Physio
Therapist

Physio
Therapist

Maria works as a 
Physio doing home 
based training 
mainly with stroke 
patients

‘Main problems 
for stroke 
patient 
rehabilitation 
is the lack of 
ability to open 
the hand.’

‘A stroke 
messes up our 
nervous system. 
It interrupts the 
control over our 
muscles - If it’s 
Hemiplegia.’ 
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The diverse insight acquired from a patient as an extreme user, a clinical 

specialist, two rehabilitation practitioners and a stroke researcher 

provide the UK project with broad information but challenge the 

managerial aspects of combining research with practice. Therefore, the 

visual diagram with the interviewee’s title, name, their role, a single 

research statement and the date of the interview clarifies an overview of 

the interviewed persons and what to learn from their experiences.

This way of delivering visual information – that is, to see and hopefully 

understand a graphic designed diagram creates as well as relates to the 

method of the empathic design approach. By translating information 

into something very user-friendly, the message could be easily perceived 

and thereby quicker accepted by its reader. With a lot of insight gathered, 

this being either handwritten, sketched, sound recorded or video filmed; 

I suggest this information should be visually transformed, to be easily 

understood by its audience. 

The first interview was held at the Gait laboratory at Queen Mary’s 

Hospital with Dr David Ewins. This interview clarified the physical and 

neurological changes of a stroke patient. In the pursuit of exploring the 

medical and theoretical side of the issue, I contacted a rehabilitation 

practitioner, the MA student and physiotherapist Maria Kopoulou from 

St. George’s University Hospital in London. Kopoulou agreed in an 

interview, and in it underpinned the trouble felt by a post-stroke patient 

in opening the hand after a stroke. This is a neurological defect caused 

by hemiplegia. I therefore researched the state of hemiplegia and finally 

concluded that the condition was a prevalent topic in stroke-affected 

disabilities, and was thus relevant for my project.

Arranging two separate interviews was an easy quickly managed task. 

The managerial issues regarding organizing the contacts should be 

regarded as the most difficult aspect of this; having to locate the right 

people, contact them, get a reply, and meet them with enough of an 

insight to establish a proper interview is the real challenge. 

Both interviews had to fit into the period of the design process, which 

meant that while focusing on getting the interviews organized, I also had 
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to focus on:

• Setting the scene

• Doing material research

• Sketching to keep the process staying energetic

• Building prototypes to provide the right background for the interview 

to gain relevant feedback

• Creating a discussion with the interviewee - a say so about the pros 

and cons of the above suggestions

The challenge in having a fruitful as well as a usable conversation makes 

it clear also that a design practitioner in this type of a situation as well 

as to be well organized, has to be openhearted, social and a very good 

listener. 

Structuring a design process, applying for interviews, analysing feedback 

and concluding an outcome from the findings was a mammoth task. 

With this in mind, it is clear that documenting every piece is of high 

importance. 

To create an easy understanding of the set up and area designing for, 

I used graphics to translate the facts I was given to create diagrams. 

The visuals sat the scene, showed the message in an easier way, and 

sharpened the focus. 

The documentation of the process such as the interviews is certainly a 

necessary piece of evidence. The ability to also design graphics confronts 

the designer’s skills, as it is used as a way to set the scene, shown in 

appendix 1 pages 16-17. 

With this insight shared as valuable information the principle can be seen 

as indispensable material for the design process and has to be treated 

with great consciousness.

The connections made and the feedback gained from especially the 

interviews frame opportunities for further collaboration. Therefore, the 

relationships acquired have to be regarded as partnerships - as healthy 
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17 Appendix 1 page 75

18 www.hemihelp.org.uk

relations whose purpose is to build and maintain insight and cooperation.

3.3 The lesson of establish a partnership

The idea of perceiving the user, specialists or relatives as partners 

rather than informers creates new challenges (Postma et al. 2012a). 

To manage a multidisciplinary relational puzzle is another hurdle in the 

role of organizing. The mind-set has to be broader and function as a 

“participatory mind-set” (Sanders, 2006). To include and welcome user 

ideas and experiences is an immense gift as well as a grand task to keep 

track of. The information has to be categorized and systematized to 

make sense and to be shared for others to understand. The methods for 

collecting the information and ideas have to be tested to see if they fit 

the purpose. 

In the third interview, I came across stroke researcher and Ph.D. Fiona 

Jones from Kingston University School of Social Science. Her research 

statement is based on an email correspondence where she announced 

that “Peoples joint muscles can get stiff and painful after being in a 

hospital bed for a long period of time…” 17

To understand the conditions of hemiplegia I teamed up with an 

organisation in London hoping to find a relevant user to gain insight 

from and design with. 

The organization, which was willing to let me visit them was Hemihelp, 

a charity providing support and information to people with hemiplegia 

and their families in England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland 18. 

They kindly introduced me to their intern Leo, who is 19 years old, and 

has congenital hemiplegia, which means he is born with the condition. 

Meeting him the first time, I felt my heart jumped, as I saw his hemiplegic 

hand. It was a very beautiful moment, to stand in front of a user, planning 

to design for!
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The non function of his right hand means that Leo always uses a splint 

for aligning the wrist. Without the splint, his hand turns floppy. 

I started our interview by asking him about his challenges in daily life 

and he answered ‘I need something for fine hand motor control.’ As 

Leo was willing to cooperate we arranged to meet again. To secure his 

rights as a participant in the design process, regarding the photographic 

material I formulated a consent form, he agreed to sign. The cooperation 

turns into a partnership that benefitted the design process alongside the 

project.

As a partnership can be seen as a stakeholder agreement - to engage 

and benefit all interest, the agreement has to be prepared before hand, 

and has to include some type of consent for all to sign before the work 

starts, see appendix 4. The responsibility of this type of cooperation is 

indispensable (Postma et al. 2012a) and therefore puts a heavy duty of 

responsibility on the shoulders of the design manager.

3.4 Identifying hemiplegic user scenarios 

Not much is commonly known about the term hemiplegia 

(sometimes called hemiparesis). Therefore, drawing a user scenario 

could be a way of visualizing the condition, to make sure that others 

easier understand the topic of discussion and to start talking on the 

basis of a shared image. 

Figure 10 Two user scenarios are shown from appendix 1 page 9. Situation, A, is the 
lack of ability to open the hand after a stroke. The second, situation B, is a sketch of 
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19   Appendix 1 page 68

3.5 What are the physical challenges?

Searching for experts in the field I came across a particular paper on 

stroke research. The author Annie Stuart (2010) quotes Susan Ryerson, an 

American physiotherapist and stroke researcher, who says, “Recovering 

use of your arm does bring special challenges.” The article was relevant, 

as Ryerson has specialised in post-stroke recovery for more than 40 

years, with a special interest in rehabilitation for arms. 

“In the beginning, it is easier to do things with your ‘good’ arm. So 

you develop a behavioural pattern of non-use. But because early muscle 

activation is critical to good recovery, you should be devoting as much 

time as possible to getting your arm to work” 19.

Ryerson’s experience and research clarified that movement is important 

for the physically challenged hemiplegic hand and stated why hand and 

arm rehabilitation is necessary for a good and successful recovery. 

This insight played a central role in the decisions made in the processes, 

focusing on hand rehabilitation, when designing for a hemiplegic patient. 

I therefore chose to design a rehabilitation aid to physical activate hand 

and finger muscles.

To discover the needs of a post stroke patient, I - as a part of the 

investigation – began by sketching, see figure 11 at next page, the 

specific details about the anatomy of the hand and its relation to the 

nervous system. To contextualise a hand, the bones, tendons, nerves and 

ligaments as the areas I want to look into, several information is visually 

transformed into graphics, appendix 3, pages 9-16.

Besides the discovery of the physical challenges I want to dig a bit 

deeper, in order to locate the emotional side of the stroke experience. It 

is my intend that this will encourage the managerial aspects of practicing 

design with an empathic approach, and combine research about the 

neurological connections of the hand and the brain.
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Figure 11 The anatomy of a hand from appendix 3 page 11, to illustrate and understand 
the structure and the functioning, to get closer insight into hand mobility.

3.6 Identifying life difficulties of a post stroke patient

I discovered the work of Hanne Pallesen (2011), a stroke researcher 

from Southern University Denmark. In her Phd. thesis, “Five years 

after stroke - from sickness to handicap”, she offers an evaluation of 

interviewed stroke patients, framing a new way of handling patients 

functioning and identity. 

In her work, which involved the help of 87 respondents, many describe 

the stroke experience as being an interruption in their daily life. They 

observe that the stroke brings with it a loss of functioning in many 

different areas, in relation to the body, the mind, areas of social activity 

and psychosocial areas. (Ibid.).

With help from Dobkin (2005), Stuart (2010) and Pallesen (2011) I 

have raised theoretical insight in the effort to identifying the physical 

difficulties for a post stroke patient. In studying the UK project case and 

the theory by Koskinen, Batterbee and Mattelmäki (2003) I have tried to 

understand and analyse potential challenges and opportunities in order 

to strategically manage a design process when designing for hemiplegia. 

I therefore use both pieces of information to gain new insight into the 

emotional, social and psychological challenges in order to reflect the 

empathic design approach. 

Joint
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3.61 Emotional challenges

I find that recognising emotional challenges is a key concern 

when empathizing the user. The work of Hanne Pallesen (2011) is 

in relation to this relevant as she discovered these exact issues by 

interviewing 87 stroke patients. The listed information identifies 

interesting opinions concerning the patient’s point of view: 

• The patients do not see themselves as being sick, but as having only 

some disadvantages.

• They not see themselves as different from others, but recognize 

that they may be different and that they may eventually form a new 

identity.

• They have fewer opportunities in the present than before the stroke 

in day-to-day life. 

“Due to a post stroke patient’s limited autonomy, self-understanding 

is threatened, and the mood can be heavily affected. Managing and 

performance of everyday tasks at home and at work provides stability, in 

handling their new identity “ (Ibid.), even though feelings of frustrations 

and worthlessness may rise up. 

This information creates a personalized view of the patient’s position. 

With this in mind, the design perspective needs to empathize the patient 

as a person rather than a helpless patient. This is a perspective Joice 

(2012) also advocates in her writing of self-management following 

stroke. 

To improve the general understanding of the emotional factors involved, 

which may underlie key social deficits in post stroke experiences, is 

important when framing functioning and disability following stroke. 

Factors other than activity and cognitive limitations may be important in 

influencing post-stroke outcomes (Scott et al. 2012).

Pallesen (2011) identified emotional challenges, to form a deeper and 

thorough understanding of the post stroke situation in the scope of her 
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three-year Phd. project.

In relation to the UK project, I did not have the opportunity in expanding 

the partnership to investigate emotional challenges further, working 

with the extreme user Leo. I guess that Leo’s young age also would 

create further bias, in figuring out how to extract this type of sensitive 

information. Therefore, I rely on Pallesen’s impressive work. 

3.62 Social Challenges 

Using experts working in the research of my thesis becomes 

a crucial point in reflecting on the social challenges of a post stroke 

patient. An involvement in relationships with others, regarding Scott, 

Phillips, Johnston, Whyte, and MacLeod (2012), can for a stroke 

patient seem like:

• Reciprocity is shifted.

• The patient is more strongly dependent on help from spouse.

• Most of the patients are experiencing that they have far fewer social 

and work contacts.

A post stroke patient can have the feeling that other people’s view of 

them have changed as a consequence of the stroke - a situation that 

affects relationships in an emotionally negative way which gives the 

patient a sense of isolation (Scott et al., 2012).

A reason for designing and developing useful and engaging 

rehabilitations aids is that stroke survivors are known to experience a 

reduction in the number of their social networks and contacts, even if 

this cannot be explained solely in terms of activity limitations caused by 

physical impairments (Ibid.). Design can therefore be seen as a method 

of preventing social isolation, by creating engaging and motivating 

rehabilitation aids. From a human as well as social point of view, this is 

indeed something to strive after.
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3.63 Psychological challenges

Pallesen (2011) also defines a third dimension of psychological 

challenges, referred to as how detached spectators are looking at the past 

stroke patient with different eyes:

• The patients experience that acquaintances and former friends avoid 

them in everyday situations such as shopping and local events. 

• The patients experience fewer spontaneous invitations from friends 

and family.

Self-understanding and a sense of stable identity create emotional and 

mental challenges, when attempts are undergone to engage with a sense 

of self. This makes post stroke patients visions or hopes of a future life 

insecure and with elements of uncertainty of what will follow, says 

Pallesen (2011). This therefore affects the quality of life of a post stroke 

patient.

Loss felt in many different areas such as the physical, mental, action 

wise and psychosocial, can result in experiencing a loss of self, role and 

status in the family, with work and social life characterised by emotional 

challenges (Ibid.). 

With Pallesen’s findings, a question arises: could the design of a 

rehabilitation aid be able to establish better life quality parameters for 

hemiplegic patients?

3.7 Quality of life

Given the work I did in the UK project on locating existing 

tools and cutlery for hemiplegic patients, I start to discover how these 

are designed and look like. I find this discovery interesting, as I think 

there is a link between an hemiplegic patients quality of life, and what 

objects are available for them to handle their day-to-day life. See 

appendix 1 pages 28-29. 
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In the search for products available for hemiplegic patients I initialized 

research using the Internet. I also got some clues from the organization 

Hemihelp, that besides giving me links to relevant online shops, told me 

that products for hemiplegic patients were very limited. 

The findings of  products aiding hemiplegic patients becomes interesting 

as I in this thesis have started to theorize empathic design. I therefore 

think of Jordan (2003, p. ix) as he is one of the contributors to the 

empathic design discourse, and who have made several observations on 

product design. He says: 

“Using the product should make people feel the way they want to feel 

about themselves, not embarrass them or make them feel lousy in some 

other way”. 

I therefore see a reason for practicing empathic design, to invent 

motivating rehabilitation aids with a personal approach. 

“Nowadays, to many products are designed by people not trained in 

product design” (Overbeeke et al., 2003,  p. 8).

I find myself agreeing immensely with this argument, when looking for 

helping aids and activity tools for hemiplegic patients. I have no doubt 

that the products available are able to perform the task for which they 

are designed for. Equally for patients, it is important that the product has 

to function to work well. Another fact is that they have to be easy to use 

and attractive; when looking at them, I am turned off using them, finding 

them instead to be mechanic, sterile, institutionalised, unfriendly, dull 

and grey. They do not have any aspirational qualities embeded within the 

product, as I see it. This is referred to in the sketchbook on pages 37-44, 

appendix 3, for word association and antonyms findings for connotations 

of what helpings aids should look like. 

The vision of the UK project proposal was to create a rehabilitation aid 

with a personal approach for the user. The design should cover an aid 

looking interesting, being fun to use and attractive; it should be a tool 

which radiates enjoyment, and is embedded with happy colours.
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 Pallesen’s (2011) research underscored the fact that life difficulties can be 

looked at from another point of view. These negative aspects, challenges 

and difficulties can be transposed to an opposite psychological mind-

set: a reason for implementing a positive attitude. This can improve the 

experience of a stroke a life project, rather than encourage a resignatory 

attitude, or a sense of hopelessness. 

For my project, Pallesen’s discoveries were greatly influential for its 

basis. 

With the help of Pallesen’s (2011) facts, I identify which aspects my UK 

project should cover, appendix 1 page 23, while also marking a great 

gap for my personal interest in designing a personal rehabilitation aid by 

using textiles.

Figure 12 Based on the work of Pallesen’s (2011) I reuse her facts and create a visual 
summery of the life difficulties of a post stroke person to concern two perspectives – 
user challenges and user aspirations.

 

User
Challenges
for Stroke patients

User
Aspirations

for Stroke patients

Painful to live with

Loss of self esteem

Loss of status

Stressful to live with

Depression

Ability learning

Emphasize possibilities

Control of situation

Optimistic approach

Fashion new identity

Formulate self image

Negative 

Positive
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From visualizing Pallesen’s (2011) findings I can conclude that aiding a 

post stroke hemiplegic patient definitive needs to emphasize possibilities, 

learn the user about his or her ability, reformulating self-image and to 

take control over the situation - this with an optimistic approach to 

fashion a new identity. 

Recent research shows that a decrease in the quantity and quality of 

social participation and interaction is a key factor and strong indicator 

of the relation to a post-stroke patient’s self-rated quality of life (Scott 

et al. 2012). To support this claim, successful empathic designs with 

aspirational aspects could offer a valid understanding of the user, and is 

not merely based on brilliant interpretations, made by the imagination of 

the designer. 

3.8 Valid understanding with experience-base problem 
solving

With the new knowledge gained from Fulton Suri’s (2003) 

experience-design approach, I hereby categorize one of the methods 

used in the UK project, as an experience-based problem solving 

experience when I tried to find out what it feels like to have a 

hemiplegic hand, shown in appendix 1 pages 24-27. 

Kouprie and Visser (2009) refers to this as “experience prototyping” 

– when the designer step into the parts of the user’s experience by 

simulating the user’s condition.

To understand how a lack of ability to control hand muscles actually 

feels, I made a prototype whose purpose is to grand a normal hand the 

experience of having a hemiplegic hand. The prototype was a garden 

glove, with Velcro tape sewn on. The Velcro tape made it hard to open 

the hand, when the fingers of the glove were tightened together. After 

a couple of hours, the hand contraction felt very painful as the muscles 

awere tightened together in an unusual position. 
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The experience made it clear how painful and frustrating it is for a 

hemiplegic patient to have spasms of muscle contractions, followed by 

no hand muscle control at all.

I documented my experiences in a short written story, identifying the 

problems in only having one functional hand.

Figure 13 The experience-based problem solving method is based on a garden glove, 
Velcro tape sewn on with needle and thread.

To support the documentation of the experiences I strapped a camera to 

my stomach for one day. I stood up one morning, put the glove on my 

hand and started doing what I normally do. 

The camera framed different challenges as:

• Personal hygiene: it becomes very difficult to uphold my regular 

everyday hygiene rituals, such as washing myself, going to the 

toilet, making sure my clothing is arranged (buttons, for example, 

were impossible to manage). Putting on make-up is another 

example; I found this particularly hard and it really changed the 

effect of my everyday appearance. 

• Time: Every task took at least double as much time with only being 

able to use one hand.

• Cooking and cleaning: hygiene became an issue as tasks in the 

kitchen became very difficult to manage when handling for 

example a cleaning cloth.  
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• Going out in public: this was a terrifying task as queuing was 

experienced as a stressful experience. I slowed other people down, 

while having trouble taking money out of my pocket. The camera, 

which was attached to my stomach, picked up the stress, as it was 

placed beneath my chest. Hereby it captured the breathing, which 

was shown to be faster when I had to do things fast, pulling money 

out of my wallet for example.

• Being in a public environment: It seem difficult with a disabled 

hand which hindered me as I was not able to do simple tasks as 

quick as before.

Figure 14 I strap the camera under my chest, to film and capture the experiences of 
only being able to use my left hand. 

I found that the glove is a good method in understanding not only the 

physical challenges of having a hemiplegic hand, but also the emotional, 

social and psychological while testing it.

Filming the physical issues, I felt an empathy and understanding of the 

work of Pallesen becoming real. What I learned from her findings in 

interviewing the post stroke patients - now stood in visual material as 

film and photography.
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The glove therefore becomes an opportunity to enrich the design process 

with a sensory experience - felt on the designer’s own body. A valuable 

experience and an interesting discovery in the goal of identifying 

physical, social and psychological user challenges for post stroke 

hemiplegic patients.

Reflecting on the experience and method, the experience-based problem 

solving approach can be used by a design manager in allowing a 

design practitioners to try to understand specific health conditions. The 

method could empower a design manager to save valuable time, when 

confronting a designer, to let her or his knowledge build into proper 

research by experience-based problem solving. 

This task could have been done in many other ways. There is not just one 

way of experiencing the condition. The possibilities are diverse when 

starting the discovery and role-playing the real consequences and deeper 

understanding of the condition designing for. 

3.9 Making by prototyping

The process starts of with prototyping different gloves to 

understand the condition, appendix 1 page 18. One can say that the 

making process began when information was graphically translated 

into visuals and diagrams, for setting the scene, pages 16-17 in 

appendix 1. 

Next step in the design process is influenced by a personal tactile interest.

The focus on sensory stimulation and texture created research into touch 

and surfaces. This I documented with a camera into photographs. I 

furthermore visited an organization that works with design for dementia 

in order to start with a material investigation.

Collaboration with other designers or makers can be very beneficial, 

appendix 1 pages 30-31. To ease the work involved in the design process, 
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it can be a good idea to reflect on research contributed by others. This 

of course is only if they are willing to let you do so. However, with the 

knowledge gained from others, this research can focus on interests that 

are more relevant and which could be perceived as time saving. On the 

other hand there is the chance of being influenced or letting the research 

be guided by another’s ideas. Therefore, it is up to the design manager 

to make the right decisions on who to rely on and be influenced of, when 

research is in its early phase.

On pages 32-33 in the appendix 1, the material investigation is supported 

by relevant theory in the field - this to back up the photographic work. 

To let the research evolve into documentation of relevant material 

exploration, photographs or even more prototyping of surfaces, shown 

in appendix 3 pages 5-6 and 23-27, could enrich the process. Others 

in the team or stakeholders might not have this type of interest or 

practical knowledge about materials as for example the discipline of 

an anthropologist, an interaction designer or a physiotherapist. To 

make and share this knowledge in three dimensions can be seen as an 

engaging effort that might feed the process and empower insight among 

the implicated. The strength lies in raising awareness of what makes 

the users life rich, personal and meaningful (Postma et al. 2012a). By 

exploring the tangibly material, such as a prototyped surface, one can 

create a manageable piece of evidence, rather than a flimsy idea that no 

one may relate to or find useful. 

The early prototypes were made from cheap materials, bought in the 

nearest supermarket. With an eye on interesting and tactile materials 

(from the material exploration) the handling of glue, thread, polystyrene 

balls and different pieces of rubber, fur, straws, pearls, stickers, leather, 

yarn, tape, fabric, elastics and dish washing sponges became early 

prototypes of relevant and interesting surfaces.

Overbeeke et al. (2003) argues that designing to be engaging and therefore 

enjoyable should be physical showing “the works” and providing clear 

affordance for action. With this in mind, a particular shape of four 

polystyrene balls is chosen for the further design.
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The managerial issues at this point of the process are focused on the fact 

that early prototyping has to be seen as an ‘out of the box’ experience. 

Prototyping can help letting go of ideas - to start from scratch, or to put 

some ideas into a design team heads. Ergo, the discipline of making 

should be seen as a way of starting something new. Charny (2012) puts 

it this way, 

“Yet making is also an active way of thinking, sometimes which can be 

carried out with no particular goal in mind. In fact, this is a situation 

where innovation is likely to occur. Even when making is experimental 

and open-ended, it observes rules. Craft always involves parameters 

imposed by the materials, tools, scale and the physical body of the 

maker. An unskilled maker, hitting the limits of their ability, might just 

stop. An expert, though, will find a way through the problem, constantly 

unfolding new possibilities within the process.”

From a self-reflective perspective, I also find the makers mind-set as 

a parameter to influence the process when talking about an empathic 

approach. A participant can also be seen as a maker, given the right 

materials and surroundings such as the mode of the participant has to be 

inspired, to be productive. 

It is up to the design manager to facilitate this process, and to make sure 

that the materials for this task are available. In addition to this, it is up to 

the facilitator to inspire such a setting. As shown in the appendix 1 pages 

34-39 this task can be easily done by small investments in cheap or even 

better; reused materials.  

The role of the design manager is to make sure that there are helping 

tools enough to create a rich and exciting atmosphere, for the participants 

to be creative, even if they are not design educated. This in reference to 

Sanders and Stappers (2004, p. 77) who say,

 “Designers need insight in the diverse contexts surrounding a product’s 

use, and especially within the field of participatory design, a number of 

techniques have emerged to more widely explore the user’s life than had 

been customary in traditional, function-centred design.”  
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Since almost everyone can use a pair of scissors, tape, glue or paper 

to create something it is up to the facilitator to direct and motivate the 

participants, to create and thereby benefit the design process from the 

prototyping technique. 

The discipline of prototyping could therefore be even more relevant to 

people who are nearer to the problem than the designer is. This could 

be specialists, stakeholders or first hand users themselves. To manage 

that, several people have to be coordinated at different points of time in 

the process. This becomes an issue for the design manager, who has to 

create an overview and contain good organizing skills to strategically 

manage the opportunity.

In the UK project, this did not happen. The design process had a three 

months time frame, which resulted in a lack of time to establish relevant 

participatory findings, unfortunately. This is mainly because of the time 

spent on locating a relevant context to design for. Thus, the context is 

clear from the beginning that participatory findings can be included, and 

can benefit the end design result.

Instead, the user participatory discipline was folded out into user-testing 

opportunity.

3.10 User insight testing

Meeting Leo the first time triggered empathy and engagement 

in me, as a direct contact had been established. The relation meant I 

could observe him using the prototypes of the design. Thereby I could 

collect relevant insight, and be influenced by Leo’s feedback. This I 

demonstrate in appendix 1, pages 40-47. 

Leo is 19 years old, and was willing to test the prototypes, in the studio 

at Kingston University. I knew Leo from the Organisation “Hemihelp”, 

where he was volunteering as an intern.  
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Observing Leo testing the prototypes makes contextual evidence for the 

shape of the product, and the different surfaces created. It also made an 

opportunity to assist Leo in exploring and expressing his context of use 

(Kouprie and Visser, 2009). The response created room for reflection 

whether or not the idea could be realistic. 

As Leo went on a trip to Europe with his family three weeks before the 

delivery of the UK project, I had no opportunity to test the re-design. 

Therefore, our collaboration and partnership ended. The opportunity 

was nonetheless a huge opportunity to understand the importance of 

collaborating with a first hand user. The hard task was to communicate 

and talk intimately about his real life challenges. To make this eventually 

happen our relationship might have to be built up long time before the 

hard work had to be filed. 

A partnership is a test in itself, as it obviously has to embed a certain 

amount of chemistry between the designer and the user. Suddenly 

arranged situations for these conversations to happen in seem rare.“In 

empathic design, this stepping into and stepping out of the user’s world 

are important phases to distinguish and to achieve” (Ibid. p. 444), but 

nevertheless these situations cannot be planned and thus involving that 

the design manager role has to be a patient one. 

The process starts of with the designer approaching the user either by 

observation of him or her in action or user studies. When the connection 

is made and curiosity is raised, willingness from both the user and the 

designer can lead the process further.

Then immersion (Fulton Suri, 2003b, Kouprie and Visser, 2009) with the 

user can occur, either by the experience-based problem solving method 

(that was successfully done in the UK project) or by other “Generative 

tools” (Sanders and Stappers, 2004). This predicts that the designer is 

open-minded and interested in the user’s point of reference. The new 

insight and knowledge about user aspects could then influence the 

process positively.

The next part seems from reflection as the toughest. Situations where 
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the designer establishes connections on an emotional level with the user 

calls for a momentum and inventive methods. Nevertheless, it feels truly 

enlightening when the opportunity arises to feel and understand the 

user’s experience on one’s own body.

The job for the design manager then in this case becomes to plan the 

attach- and detachment of the designer from the emotional connection 

with the user. This is to make sure the insight gained makes sense and 

furthermore to deploy the information gathered, to create ideation 

(Kouprie and Visser, 2009), to continue into the next steps in the design 

process. 

3.11 Experimenting materials

The appendix 1 on page 57 shows that the user testing insight 

frames an emotional as well as technical analysis of the materials used 

at prototyping. Theses materials created a collection of samples that 

was experimented on and documented in the appendix 1 pages 48-56. 

The material experimentation was analysed, from both technical and 

emotional parameters, from the user-testing observation. The different 

samples were collected and put together to document and evidence the 

variation of surfaces, grip and texture.

Leo’s feedback frames a reason for selecting different materials. 

Key elements was:

• Snips: for easy grip

• Texture dots: for tactile stimulation

• Texture print: for visual stimulation

• Latex dip: for movement control

• Buttons: for touch pressure

The testing provided reasoning and examples for the further process of 

designing the rehabilitation aid, with a key focus on textile. I therefore 
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chose to use textile as a cover. The different types of materials grounds a 

second prototyping phase to evaluate the different uses of textiles, snips, 

texture dots, texture print, buttons and latex dips. 

The re-design of the second prototype depended on a specialized 

seamstress, appendix 1 pages 58-60. This required skills in visual 

translating manufacturing instructions for product documentation to 

complete the re-design. 

For a design manager this job might develop into a trusting relationship 

to a production part characterized by managerial skills and experience 

of manufacturing procedures. The design manager also has to make sure 

that the quality standards of the production place fit the expectations of 

the final outcome. The danger of communication issues involved at this 

point of a given collaboration are a whole other story!

3.12 Conceptualizing

As the time starts to run out for the UK project’s design process, 

the prototypes reach their final destination. These are visualized on 

page 7 in the appendix 1 and on the front cover of this thesis. 

A visual identity started building itself as the connotations of the product, 

which I called Happy Touch, embodies. The celebration of textiles and 

helping aids, designed with a joyful and human approach, creates the 

brand; Happy Help.

To demonstrate the journey of the process, I visualize a map to structure 

the different tasks, shown in figure 15. 

Summarizing the design process concludes the managerial aspects 

involved when designing with an empathic approach. A process which 

at several times loops backs and forward in its process, to envision as an 

understandable process. 
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Figure 15 A visualization of the UK project journey mapping the design process, in 
both graphics and photographs.
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The process could not have consisted without the help from several 

participants. These are formed with different intentions from their 

experiences and all of them treated with a respect to status engagement 

in practical relevance or theoretical knowledge and insight. 

4. Reflection of UK project shortcomings

In the hope of understanding potential challenges and 

opportunities as to strategically manage a design process directed at 

hemiplegia patients, as well as to underpin the research question of 

how to adopt design research the summarizing of the UK project puts 

the effort in a perspective. 

As a result of this, the purpose of the UK project has become an object 

for analysing. This has made the journey interesting and cleared my 

mind of some bias. 

One of the biggest threats to the thesis has been that I have analysed my 

own project. The initial thought was to prove that the product I designed 

in the UK could benefit a post stroke hemiplegic patient. As I discovered 

during the writing process, this was not the case, and suddenly something 

beautiful started to happen. To study the UK project as an extended case 

made me come up with new methods of implementing the empathic 

design approach. This was an angle I was not aware of, when I was 

actually doing the project!

To see my work from a scientific point-of-view helped to remove 

subconscious biases, and it provoked a new journey. I realize the 

beneficial act of using design research as a way of demonstrating the 

willingness to be proved wrong; this is a very useful human trait.

Another question that arose as a consequence of reflecting on the 

shortcomings of the UK project is for whom evidencing the process is 

relevant. One of the weaker parts in the processing of documentation 

was the lack of UK project data, which was supposed to evidence 
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the observations, as these where only photographed. Besides this, the 

interviews were not transcribed and kept for further considerations. To 

store this part of information is not only a shortcoming of systemizing 

the process, but must also be regarded as relevance in tracking input in a 

design processes in general. 

Looking back, the UK project was only outlined by one person. This 

created a privilege of being the only one in charge. If the setup had been 

a team-based project the process might have had a different outcome. 

The problem is that when just one person contain all of the information 

without documenting, “tacit knowledge” (Nygaard Folkmann, 2009) 

can occur. Within a team, the appearance of only one person knowing a 

certain type of insight withdraws communicative problems, as the tacit 

knowledge state is difficult to transfer to another person by means of 

writing or verbalizing the insight. This would result in a situation, which 

does not empathize a design team or stakeholders – and in worst-case 

disadvantages the user.

I therefore conclude that an effort in documenting relevant insight such as 

interviews is an important principle and not to be disregarded. Analysing 

the case study material, which is the basis of this thesis, encouraged a 

sense of ease in the amount of work I had put into the project. A fact that 

also is important to consider in a design process is that it can be difficult 

to keep the breadth of view. This is seen as another organizing issue that 

relates to the managerial ones.

Documenting is one thing, the time spent on each task is a complete 

other one. In the UK project the time given for doing observation and 

to locate relevant user issues, was gathered from two and a half hours 

of observation in the Gym in the Neuro-rehabilitation Unit at Queen 

Mary’s hospital. I regard this as an unsatisfactory amount of time and 

a shortcoming as well, as this exact opportunity grounded the whole 

project. One can say that this was a variable that still positively 

affected the process as in real life projects; the time frame for the task 

of observation might be wider and more consuming to pay tribute for 

issuing a relevant user problem. 
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20  The phrasing comes 
from the movie “Paris 
when it Sizzles” with 
Audrey Hepburn and Wil-
liam Holden from 1964, 
as “An ability to find 
pleasure, excitement and 
happiness in everything 
that occurs, no matter 
how unexpected”

This impact of a time bias contributed to a great amount of methodology, 

which was put to use, but not thoroughly investigated. Without stating 

that this influenced the outcome negatively, the test of several methods 

influenced the process in a demanding scope. The methods used were 

indicated by tutorials, and self employed insight. So arose the question; 

how could this have been better organized? 

Firstly, a team-based approach could have positively benefitted the 

outcome of the project, and could have brought a broader perspective 

and interest to encourage the sharing of knowledge and discussion. 

Including several team members in the project, would have encouraged 

the situation to feel more comfortable, as people are able to share their 

doubts and concerns. Secondly, when one person is solely designing 

within a multidisciplinary field the challenges faced evolved into both 

frustrating and stressful experiences. This is because of the fact that a lot 

of the methodologies were new, and there was no time for learning them 

in any great depth. It was, so to speak, a learning-by-doing experience. 

Did this affect some of the choices made? The answer is: possibly. 

Thirdly in the previously mentioned periods of frustration and stress, 

no methodologies were identified to support the practice. One can say 

that in an open-ended process, the practice should evolve itself to create 

the next steps. And this was the fact, but is it an appropriate situation - 

especially when the design process should empathize the user? 

A term I think is describing for this experience is “Serendipity” 20 - the 

act of finding something beautiful without looking for it. This means 

that when you are trying to reach a certain goal, something else and 

more interesting can occur during the search. It can also be seen as an 

innovative state for ideas to arise and new methods to bloom. These 

conclusions are based on reflections, and without knowing – they in fact 

affected the situation in a positive way rather than a bad one. 

Only at one certain time in the design process of the UK project, was 

there an organized time for evaluation. A managerial issue could be 

that the time for evaluating the process and its methods are necessary. 

In the UK project the design practice felt organisational in character. 
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This was based on systematizing the input from relevantly insightful 

people, along with reflections on how to locate a problem to design for. 

The observation in relevant user set-ups required also good organizing 

skills. Furthermore, documentation of the input was needed to make 

prototypes, evaluate user feedback to gain more insight, implementing 

the stakeholders, keeping track of insight, finding new materials, 

testing prototypes, collecting user insight, and so on. Structuring these 

performances needed administration to establish meaningful proposals. 

It is clear that the evaluation of this performance in the field of empathic 

design and how these are parallel with the case of designing a rehabilitation 

aid becomes an interesting experience. The effort of moving away from 

the product to focus on something else could instead be used to focus on 

the methods and approaches used. As such, the investigation develops 

itself into a new dimension when handling case study materials to 

identify the principles used and hereby the managerial issues.

5. Managerial issues of practicing empathic design 

Analysing and summarizing the UK projects processes and 

shortcomings connects the gaps between the empathic design practice 

and the management of designing a rehabilitation aid for post stroke 

hemiplegic patients.

With the aim of identifying the role of design management when 

practicing design with an empathic approach, I discovered numerous 

issues, which created a new dimension to the UK project journey. The 

findings creates a second layer, sketched in orange in order for it to stand 

out, see figure 16 at the next page.

Some of the issues tended to reappear several times in the analysis. 

These create a pattern of principles and I use this pattern to create four 

new methods. This evolves into a new methodology, which I chose to 

highlight in figure 16 into grey circles. 
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Figure 16 In order to sketch the managerial issues on top of the UK project findings 
creates new methods when reflecting the design process journey, of a rehabilitation aid 
for the health and wellbeing context.
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The methods are also invented from a personal need of methodology 

when practicing design as a part of my Masters in Design; Health and 

Wellbeing from Kingston University, London. 

On the other hand some of the methodology could from an academic 

perspective appear as if it were a mix of some of the design research 

grandeur’s. And they were definitely also affected by them. 

I hereby state a need to combine both design practice and theory, with 

the help from design research to identify the issues within pairing 

management and empathic design practice. 

With hindsight these methods were lacking more of a practice-based 

perspective and a personal need therefore provoked the establishment of 

new methodology. 

5.1 The Research-based approach

The first method discovered from the gap in the review of the 

UK project was the managerial issues of doing research. When putting 

a design brief together with an empathic approach, research skills are 

necessary for gathering user experience data (Postma et al., 2012a). 

As I learned from the UK project, contextualising the setting of both 

research and design practice when empathizing a post stroke hemiplegic 

patient is a challenge. The managerial issue is to keep track of the time 

frame and make sure that the research is done properly in order to obtain 

a valid foundation of information. 

To manage this part of the process, disciplines from other fields can 

contribute (Kouprie and Visser, 2009), such as social science, engineering, 

marketing and occupational therapy or a complete fifth. 

To advocate a multidisciplinary set up, the different views and methods 

create an interesting and broad diverse group of stakeholders. Even if the 
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people are marketers, engineers, usability professionals or health staff, I 

chose to mention them as designers and a part of the design team. I chose 

this because of the idea that when you put together a multidisciplinary 

design team, every unique team member is valuable, and will function 

as a benefit to the group’s resources, process and all together dynamic. 

The job of the design manager in a project like this should be to enrol 

and encourage good communication skills to obtain an empathic role. 

Another issue is to make sure that the findings of the team are available 

and mediated. The action within this can be seen as a preliminary phase, 

to widen the scope designing for. This with effort to benefit research 

from the opportunity of including several disciplines and their widely 

skills and knowledge as well as their thinking tools.

  

5.2 How to put data in an empathic and visual form?

I invent a new term Empathic Visual Transformation as a 

consequence of transforming all information gained in the empathic 

design process. 

To theorize the term, I chose to relate the definition within the origin of 

the empathic design approach, done in chapter 2.2. In the UK project 

several pieces of information was missing and lost for the review. The 

term is therefore combined with a need to document user insight and 

data. It underpins and empowers the managerial role to secure a visu-

al understanding and explanation of the insight gathered in the design 

team. This informs all stakeholders involved in the process and to let 

the message express itself stronger. I therefore chose to call the method 

Empathic Visual Transformation. 

In my practice of empathic design, as in others, information can be lost 

or go missing. Through discovering challenges in doing empathic design 

in industry, Postma et al. conclude:

“The rich, personal and meaningful were often lost in the translation 
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process, because the deliverable only capture abstracted findings from 

user research” (Postma et al. 2012a, p. 67).

To make sure that documentation happen in all acts the method of Em-

pathic Visual Transformation should remind the design team that all 

insight has to be shared if they are going to be easily accessed. The 

reason why is to motivate and nurture the empathic design process, as 

this knowledge is seen as highly valuable to its context. The method also 

benefits the contribution of a visual concept to the project and thereby 

makes tangible form to abstract findings.  

The authors of Universal Principles of Design rephrase abstract thought 

and interpretations transformed into a designed visual concept as, “Aes-

thetic designs are perceived as easier to use than less-aesthetic designs” 

(Butler, Holden and Lidwell, 2003, p. 18) and therefore the documenta-

tion should not be delivered in a formal manner. The Empathic Visual 

Transformation should be novel, bright and encompass some complex-

ity to provoke attention (Mozota, 2003). 

Therefore, to transform the insight should not only be documented in 

written data, as for an example in a Microsoft Excel sheet. This would 

indeed provoke a risk of the early phase of a creative and open-ended 

design process getting neglected or forgotten. The reason for this is the 

structure of data being put in rows and cells – not leaving much challenge 

to the creative mind of a designer and the rest of the team. 

Instead visualizing the insight would be a creative and motivating prac-

tice to encourage all involved in the project to provoke a positive team 

spirit, without forcing it. This raise a paradox within the team, as the 

visualization and the method of drawing is seen as an implicit design 

tool in the universal interpretations of design practice. To consider this 

paradox the Empathic Visual Transformation method cannot be embed-

ded if at least one person within the team has got experience with prac-

ticing graphic design. 

As the method embeds a social mindset, it could benefit all parts involved 

– thus it needs the strong visualization skills of a good communicator. 
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5.3 How to do Experience-based Problem Solving?

The next method highlighted in the grey circles is Experience-

based Problem Solving - as an approach to balance rationality and 

emotions in building understanding of user’s experience (Postma et al., 

2012a). 

The construction is demonstrated in the UK project as an empathic way 

of gaining easy access of how to correlate with the user as well as to face 

the condition designing for. The managerial task becomes to obtain the 

capacity to detach the designer from the emotional connection with the 

user (Kouprie and Visser, 2009). Therefore Experience-based Problem 

Solving could function in the early phase of the design process to make 

sure that the method is not taking to much focus, and thereby time away 

from the actual project. 

As learnt in the UK project the method could be a rapid way of putting 

the design team in a suitable position for empathizing with the user. The 

importance of this approach is to relate it to the user’s condition and 

daily challenges and thereby tries to generate an emotional relation. 

The method Experience-based Problem Solving also informs other 

implicates such as stakeholders, specialists or practitioners to create a 

state for reflection. When using a tool to experience the patient condition 

- to be shared with experienced practitioners such as physiotherapists, 

occupational therapists and doctors, relates to a learning opportunity. It 

is therefore seen as beneficial to experts in the field as to the design team.

Within this shared practice the method could also interest relevant 

stakeholders, as the method can be seen as an eye opener. If the set up 

is dependent on investors it could attract others in raising awareness 

and create an opportunity for interesting collaborations with current 

stakeholders as well as future shareholders. 
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5.4 Participatory Making

The method of Participatory Making is about creating an object 

in order to imagine the patient’s physical obstacle. The idea of doing 

this is letting designers, stakeholders, relatives or the first hand users 

work within a traditionally prototyping set up to generate a tool for 

empathizing the condition.

The method is based on some of the theories reviewed earlier in the 

thesis and is strongly influenced by a participatory mind-set (Sanders 

and Stappers, 2004, 2008) and the thoughts on making (Charny, 2012). 

The prototype processes made in the UK made the project stand out 

as a study to generate active thinking processes, which could involve 

a design team as well as other stakeholders to enlighten and vary the 

discussion, at the same time as creating an opportunity for user insight. 

In relation to the method of Experience-based Problem Solving, the idea 

of Participatory Making creates an opportunity for the design team to 

build an “empathy tool” together with stakeholders or even with first 

hand users. 

To practice Participatory Making an artefact can be made, as an object 

for testing. The opportunity fosters user feedback and gives time for 

reflection. 

The term abstracts itself from Sanders’ (2004) terminology of “generative 

tools” as the intention is different. The participants are not given tools 

– they are invited to make prototypes. Sanders’ contribution to the 

participatory field of design is the creation of an “emotional toolkit”, 

which is to access people’s unspoken feeling and emotional states. This 

by letting the users makes collages and diaries that tell their stories and 

dreams (Sanders, 2002). 

As the making should fit the skills of the participants, the obligation in 

the management role varies depending on what type of participants it 

presents. Another issue for carrying out the method is to conduct relevant 

out-puts for testing the prototypes. The methodology can be seen as 
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beneficial, with a chance to do user-feedback observation – a learning 

opportunity to reference from, for the implicated but also a method from 

which first hand users can contribute and withdraw insight. 

Another issue is that to practice Participatory Making, the agenda for 

the design process should be clear beforehand. Both in order for being 

able to define which type of participants there will be needed, but also 

for the content of the event. Without a reason for generating ideas or 

reflection, the situation is a waste of time. Therefore the managerial job 

is to understand the reason for implementing participants, as well as 

recognizing their own role in the project making. 

To establish a beneficial cooperation, the design team could develop 

their creative understanding of the users’ experience in dialogues with 

users in question (Postma et al., 2012a). As learnt from the UK project, 

the extreme user Leo was seen as the only person who could accurately 

portray his own experience firsthand and therefore became a crucial 

partner in building a creative understanding of his day-to-day challenges 

in having no hand control over his right hand, as consequence of him 

being a hemiplegic sufferer.

Alongside creating an Experience-based Problem Solving approach, the 

Participatory Making discipline interrelates with the idea of identifying 

a user’s experience, in both the physical, social, psychological as well as 

an emotional dimension and thereby proves evidence for the empathic 

design approach.

5.5 Facilitating Participants

In dense connection new realm of Participatory Making, the 

facilitation of the participants is another managerial issue, which I 

identified in the case study review. To create the best conditions for 

user insight, an inspiring environment alongside the making should be 

presented, for the best outcome to result. 

To foster the method Participatory Making a favourable environment 
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should be granted. This includes walls to eliminate the working space, 

good light, decent furniture as well as engaging materials and the right 

making tools for creating an interesting atmosphere (Brown, 2009). 

Several facilities and artefacts can be used and as I see it the role of the 

design manager is to be responsible for a stimulating set up. Within this 

setting the manager has to be aware of what is needed when teaming up 

designers, stakeholders or first hand users to manage the principle of 

Facilitating Participants. My suggestion would be that he or she has to 

understand the necessity of good facilities to allow the participants to 

produce some relevant and interesting prototypes.

5.6 Concluding the new methods

Within the new dimension sketched as an extension of the UK 

project I have made four grey circles of principles, the design manager 

should be conscious of when managing an empathic design project. 

Another focus is the idea of letting research keep influencing the 

process. I see this as a necessity since research keeps spark the process 

and challenge the implicated in their methods of finding. Involving other 

disciplines in a design team, for example an anthropologist, a marketer 

or a physiotherapist, might feed the process with many new and exciting 

views on how to gain knowledge throughout the research process. 

Therefore, a diverse group of disciplines is seen as beneficial for the 

depth of the research and therefore the outcome. 

The job of the design manager will then be to dissect and collect the most 

relevant output of these findings. This will maintain a multidisciplinary 

cooperation throughout the project that could feed and enrich discussions.

Again, the managerial task is to make this collaboration tight and able 

to establish the right possibilities and limits within. A research-based 

approach encompass’ scientifically embedded principles and embodies 

the design process with an evidence-based attitude, which could validate 

the information produced. 
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Employing Empathic Visual Transformation is regarded as being 

particularly helpful in this manner, as the imagery of the findings could 

be talking by themselves and therefore do support the scientific facts of 

understanding to whom it is aimed for. It is within the role of the manager 

to make sure that this information is transformed and shared among all 

implicated; internally as well as externally in the design group. The task 

is interlinked with the Participatory Making method, when prototyping 

an “empathy tool” for emotionally understanding the users’ needs. 

The design manager’s job is to make sure that an interesting facility is 

created in which to make prototypes, as well as creating an inspiring 

environment to produce relevant “empathic tools”. Last but least the 

manager has to be aware of the testing opportunity within Facilitating 

Participants to document relevant user feedback. 

It is my experience that when working within a health and wellbeing 

context, the design field could use this methodology as a tangible 

evidence, to understand the process better. To legislate the use of design 

to change the rehabilitation process, the environment creates a need for 

an evidence-based approach. Therefore, the design manager needs to be 

aware of this link to succeed in telling the empathic design story. 

6. Organizing empathic design 

“Reviewing literature and websites about empathic design 

reveals that many organizations turn to design academia and design 

consultancy to facilitate and organize empathic design processes for 

them” (Postma et al., 2012a, p. 62). 

To organize empathic design practice I use Postma et al.’s (Ibid.) adoption 

of Sanders’ figure as a help to imaging the management of empathic 

design practice to define where to strategically implement the empathic 

design approach and methodology in an organisational context.  
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Figure 17 Empathic design needs to be embedded on five levels within an organiza-
tion to become successfully practiced, claims Postma et al. (2012a) when referring to 
Sanders.

Earlier on page 21 I concluded by the claim that within an organisational 

context the empathic approach has to permeate the culture of an 

organization, if it wants to function on all levels (Ibid.). This means that 

the empathic design approach should affect the structure of the whole 

organization to be effectively and efficiently employed.

Postma et al. (Ibid. p. 62) refers to Sanders who in the bottom of her 

figure places the culture of an organization. I chose to do this upside 

down and to place the culture at the organisational at the top of figure 18 

at next page, when creating a framework for organizing empathic design 

implementation based on my UK project findings. 

When Postma et al. (Ibid.) claims that empathic design has to permeate 

the culture of an organization to work efficiently, I think that to embed 

empathic design as a strategic decision the in an organization has to 

be interlinked with the company culture. To design products, services, 

communications, environments, and interactions with an empathic 

approach, the mindset of the designers should indeed affect the culture 

of the organization. If the culture of the organization does not share 

the empathic attitude or mindset, which is needed for doing empathic 

design, then the effort is likely to strand (Ibid.).
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Figure 18 I hereby visualize that empathic design has to be permeated from the top of 
an organization to affect the culture and to foster an empathic mind-set from a strategic 
standpoint.

Therefore, I create a new figure to demonstrate how the findings of 

empathic design methodology could fit into an organization. Reflected 

from the UK project and for others to be aware of, a design manager 

needs to organize the methodology to evidence and strengthen the 
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empathic design practice. I therefore see a reason to place the new 

methods invented from the UK project review at the organisational level 

within the organization. 

At the bottom of the figure, I locate the layer of issue findings reflected 

from the UK project and its shortcomings, for a design manager to operate. 

Within this operation, these are listed to make  the design manager aware 

of what circumstances an empathic design process needs, as well as 

how to employ these in the design process for the establishment of a 

successfully executed design practice with an empathic approach. 

Figure 18 therefore clarifies what anticipations a design manager should 

be aware of when implementing an empathic design approach to organize 

an empathic design process either from a strategic, organisational or 

operational level. 

6.1 What else to be aware of when practicing design 
with an empathic approach?

“Not having or taking time is often the first barrier for an 

empathic process.”  (Kouprie and Visser, 2009, p. 447). 

This is a fact that claims the need for a wide yet structured time frame. 

This can be concluded from the UK project. In consequence of this fact, 

frustration follows. On that ground, it raise another managerial issue to 

be aware of when practicing design with an empathic approach - the time 

frame has to be structured in order to produce a successful implementa-

tion. When looking at figure 18, it is apparent that these interpretations 

could therefore lay within the culture of an organization to make sure 

the investment of time is seen as a necessity. This means that within the 

organization there needs at least to be one person, whose main task is to 

be aware of the implementation of empathic design and its opportunities. 

When researching the practice and management of empathic design, 

Kathryn Best (2006), author and advocate of design management 
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compared the problem within this relation to acts that overly-simplifies 

the complexity of the design manager role. 

A complexity I also became aware of in the UK project when reflecting on 

the multifaceted performance. The reason why this seems like a complex 

task might be the different thinking tools managers and designers are 

capable of. Not to forget the other disciplines, and their thinking tools 

to be as valuable and necessary contributors to the process. These roles 

can be seen as varies and could therefore be conflicted by the designer’s 

multifaceted role. Therefore, the empathic design process needs a design 

manager to be aware of these different ways of collecting and sharing 

knowledge.

My role in the UK project was to both structure and organizes the design 

process as well as practicing the techniques and methods, to successfully 

employ and carry out the empathic design approach. In reflection, 

these many roles, in-between, have to acknowledge each others way of 

practicing their discipline. 

To conclude these challenges I paraphrased Sanders’ Topography of 

design research, in figure 7, to visualize the broad area of design in 

combining both the practice and the management of empathic design. 

I have been in the benign situation to act both as the design practitioner 

– by experiencing the design process in the UK project at Kingston 

University. Hereafter I was given the opportunity to reflect on the 

managerial issues within this setting, to come up with a new set of 

principles and methods. 

Could the relationship between a manager and a designer be demystified 

by working for a united design-thinking goal; this could profit the design 

practitioner, the design manager, the organization and in the best case: 

the user.

The intention of this thesis is to face these challenges by clarifying the 

issues of combining management and practice of empathic design, to 

serve the need of post stroke hemiplegic patients. 
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Best concluded in 2006 that there is a growing awareness going on 

within many organisations that design is a valuable mean that can be 

used to achieve strategic goals and objectives. She states that there is an 

increasing desire to understand the design tools and the design planning 

and implementation, which an effective project management of design 

can contribute to. To realize this I have anticipated where empathic design 

can contribute value in an organization, and how this can be realized. 

Firstly, I think the challenge relies on the understanding of the design 

manager role, from the design practitioner’s perspective - a relationship 

that should go both ways in order to strengthen the cooperation as well as 

to stay healthy. The design practitioner should be aware of how important 

his or her role is, and how this is embodied within the organization to 

foster the empathic agenda. Secondly, the designer should approve the 

importance of the manager’s role in structuring the work, for creating a 

better result.

I therefore suggest that the design manager needs to understand that 

the design practitioner can contribute valuable insight for an innovative 

and proactive performance in the process. The practice of empathic 

design should then be managed to generate a demand for new product 

development or solutions - also considered is the method of design 

thinking, mentioned in chapter 2.4.

Interlinked with design thinking methodologies, I suggest that an 

organization that reflects on implementing an empathic design approach 

should start of with defining the workings of implementing empathic 

design. This to make sure that the organization is aware of the design 

agenda to build up a joint force of empathic design and the opportunity 

to reach future users.

6.2 The why and how of implementing empathic design 

I tend to reflect on Bettina von Stamm’s (2011) suggestions on 

how a product’s or company’s performance is critically influenced by 

the management’s attitude towards design and how this is embedded in 
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an organization’s thinking and culture. 

An example of an empathic design set up could be to design a 

communication device for elderly people. To help clarify the empathic 

agenda within an organization, the establishment of an empathic 

design policy could be seen as a beneficial act (Ibid.). This to assist the 

permeation of the empathic design approach in the organisational culture 

and to allow all stakeholders involved understanding the presence of the 

empathic agenda, as discovered in figure 18. 

To establish an empathic design policy could be the first step in establishing 

change within the organization. I earlier in the thesis concluded that 

the organisational structure has to be affected (Postma et al. 2012a) to 

successfully employ the empathic design effectively and efficiently. 

Another point in this discussion could be that innovative product design 

could be beneficial for design managers as well. “If properly understood 

and applied, product development can be a tool for managers who seek 

to transform their organization” (Junginger, 2007, p. 30). 

Therefore, when practicing and managing empathic design, this should 

be done with great consciousness in order to be effective and deliberate 

in the design process. Mozota puts it this way: 

“Design must be managed on all levels, not only in design programs 

and design projects. Information about cooperate values must be 

communicated to designers; the design group must be supported across 

all company divisions and communication must take place between the 

design group and top management of the company” (2003, p. 68). 

This is a statement that supports my claim of implementing empathic 

design into a strategic level, in the top of the organization, involving the 

culture of the company. 

To do this the organization could create an empathic design policy to 

communicate throughout the whole organization. Within this set up, the 

organization shares the opportunity to be fully aware of the why and 

how of the empathic design approach, and thereby reasons an empathic 
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design agenda. 

In reflecting on this, it is relevant to develop a string of criteria for 

integrating design into the corporate environment. Within the perspective 

of this thesis is the idea of suggesting others to manage and practice 

design with an empathic approach in the context of the health and 

wellbeing business – the identification of design criteria could be a way 

of employing this.

“Design can be active on strategic, tactic and operational level in setting 

long term goals and in day-to-day decision making” (Best, 2007, p. 16).

To manage the implementation of the methods of a research-based 

approach, Empathic Visual Transformation, Experience-based Problem 

Solving, Participatory Making and Facilitating Participants the 

managerial disciplines of practicing design, are directly concerned with 

the place of design within the organization. 

Therefore, the designer also needs to be conscious of how an empathic 

design process works. This is supported by Best, saying: 

“ (The design process) …is the stage where design projects and agendas 

are developed, and the focus placed on demonstrating how strategy can 

be made visible and tangible through design” (Ibid. p. 91).

With her reflections in mind, the fundament of an empathic design policy 

could function on the operational and the organisational level, as well 

as the strategic. Therefore the set of empathic design criteria could be 

relevant for the manager to be aware of when acting on the stage of the 

implementation of empathic design and how practice it. 

6.3 How to manage empathic design? 

To support the managerial issues of practicing design with an 

empathic approach I have created a new set of methodology, figure 16.
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Listing the methods as Experience-based Problem Solving instruments, 

Empathic Visual Transformation and Participatory Making are a result 

of my personal issues when practicing empathic design. The methods 

can be seen as a tool to trigger a discussion about user assumptions, 

and can therefore create an open scene for discussion and re-evaluation 

within the management of an organization (Junginger, 2007).

This establishes a need for facilitating the participants - to manage 

the right atmosphere for the designers and other implicated within 

an organization. In doing Facilitating Participants, the manager has 

improved the opportunity to gain full growth potential of the empathic 

design approach; this by including the users and specialists from the 

particular field, to be passed to the organization. 

Within this role, the manager can utilize design thinking and design 

methods to develop products that can improve individual organisational 

interactions to increase the overall efficiency (Ibid.). 

When developing managerial principles to embed empathic design 

approach at the strategic level of an organization, design management 

could be seen as the deployment of empathic design within a company 

to help it develop its strategy, policy and mission (Mozota, 2003). 

In the effort of managing the UK project, I implemented strategic 

considerations to plan an empathic design proposal. When reflecting on 

the implementation of the empathic design methods used in this thesis, I 

see a reason to frame a mission of organizing these changes. 

So – how to do this?

7. What is this thesis adding to the field of design 
management? 

To support others when managing and practicing design for post 

stroke hemiplegic patients I have created new methodology. Adding 

this insight into the field of design management identifies a set of 
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criteria, to strategically structure, organize and operate empathic design 

into the context of health and wellbeing.  

Writing the thesis has made me aware of empathic design as a way 

of designing engaging rehabilitation aids as a contribution to the 

rehabilitation environment and experience. 

When studying for my Masters in Design, Health and Wellbeing in 

London, I realised that the interventions was meant to direct users with 

special needs. Looking back, I believe that design should always be 

directed by human needs – and be pleasurable to use; this must not be 

forgotten. 

Discovering this generated and formed a reason for acting on the behalf 

of post stroke hemiplegic patients. Within this act, I have discovered 

several managerial issues when practicing design with an empathic 

approach. 

To reflect on these issues my suggestion would be to apply several design 

criteria for others to implement when managing and practicing empathic 

design. These reflections vision the empathic design approach into an 

opportunity of change - an abstract idea into tangible guidelines any 

manager or design practitioner new to empathic design, can profit from.

7.1 Criteria 1 – to make change takes time

Learned from the UK project, practicing empathic design is 

an iterative process. To realize beforehand how much time, this 

process will take is a difficult assumption. Within this experience, I 

have learned that structuring, planning and being patient, is part of 

successfully ingredients. 

Another fact is that not having enough time is a barrier for an empathic 

design process, pointed out by Kouprie and Visser (2009) as referred to 

in chapter 6.
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In chapter 2.4, I likewise clarify how to put design with an empathic 

approach together with management. This, to strategically clarify project 

aims to realize a realistic period. Within this act, I discovered that a 

design manager has to be aware of several elements.

In chapter 3.21, I also discovered that one of these elements is research 

- as a necessity for gaining valuable insight into the empathic design 

process. Therefore, the design manager has to pair a diverse group of 

people to generate efficient knowledge to benefit the design outcome. 

This requires a team of people with different disciplines with unlike 

thinking tools. For the design manager to succeed a large network of 

interesting people is therefore needed. 

A third element was learnt from doing observation, in the UK project. This 

lesson revealed to me that doing proper observation is time consuming. 

To observe and transform the insight has to fit within a reasonable period 

including locating the right spot and to do proper transformation of the 

patterns identified. 

To establish a partnership within a hospital, as learnt in chapter 3.23, 

can be a hard job. The reason why is that communication and organizing 

a meeting within a health and wellbeing facility was experienced as 

inflexible. As example, getting an email reply, from one of the staff at 

the Rehabilitation Unit at the Queen Mary’s hospital, took a long time. 

With the effort of reaching the hospital gym, I even tried to locate the 

leading physiotherapist, at the top of the organization, to raise the speed 

of the communication. Within this lesson, I realized that for people 

working in public organizations time is often limited to patients and not 

curious design observers. 

I hereby conclude that to contact a public health setting, a design 

manager has to be patient and not pushy, to make the right connections. 

If the empathic design project aims to look into a public set up – the 

organisation of doing so – therefore needs a flexible and wide period. 

An inexperienced manager should therefore be aware that the practice 
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of the different empathic design methods, needs a certain period to be 

efficient thus no one ever can tell, if the predicted time frame fits the 

form of the outcome. 

An experience learnt from the UK project is that to solve this time issue, 

an evaluation process along the job, can predict future time issues. The 

design manager can force this evaluation meanwhile the design team has 

implements research, observation and analysis. To reason the doing of 

this evaluation is to validate the methods. Furthermore, I see relevance 

in evaluating the methods as a way of sharing the knowledge and insight, 

among all implicates in the design team. 

To support these reflections Liedtka and Ogilvie (2011) raise a fact of 

the mix of people within a multidisciplinary design team. They argue 

that the structure within the head of a designer can be seen a messy. This 

creates a conflict against order, as they argue that the structure in the 

manager head is logical. I see this as a paradox when the design manager 

needs to organize and plan the work of a design team. 

Liedtka and Ogilvie (Ibid.) explain that the trick lies within understanding 

and transforming these messy versus orderly conversations among the 

disciplines. When the manager accepts the mess inside the designer’s 

head, it can be seen as a help for both the designer and the manager 

to plan the methods and thereby the work. Nevertheless, within this 

unpredictable organizing of an empathic design process – the solution 

can be to afterwards work the plan.

For this to happen I believe that in a design team there has to be an 

equal respect, for all disciplines to find comfort. In addition, a manager 

is required to authorise this.

Therefore, I see a need of design management within the empathic design 

process as a reason to structure and plan the work. This also points out 

the empathic agenda and creates an overview among the organization to 

prevent frustrations and ambiguity!
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7.2 Criteria 2 – the importance of an empathic design 
policy

To embed an empathic design attitude in an organization, 

criterion number two is to legalize the empathic design approach.

My suggestion is therefore to state a design criterion within this effort 

to be seen as a meaningful start of understanding the empathic design 

approach and to reason its implementation within the organization. As 

discovered in chapter 6 the aim of an empathic design policy is to make 

sure that the approach permeates the culture of the organization – for 

being successfully embedded. 

To implement practical guidelines as achieved in figure 18 could deploy 

full advantage of the opportunities within utilizing the empathic design 

approach.

An empathic design policy is therefore seen as a strategy to embed all 

implicated in the process for raising awareness from the organisational 

level as well as the operational level to influence a corporate understanding 

of the empathic agenda among the organization. The aim of these criteria 

is therefore to let a policy stand out as a shared understanding for no one 

to be in doubt. 

7.3 Criteria 3 – experience-based problem solving as a 
driver

To establishing a third design criteria makes me reflect on a 

sentence by Liedtka and Ogilvie (2011, p.14), when writing about the 

difference between design and business.

“Design teaches us how to make things feel real, and most business 

rhetoric today remains largely irrelevant to the people who are supposed 

to make things happen. Executives can buy and sell, they can hire talent, 

they can talk to Wall Street – but they cannot change an organization 
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without a lot of help. The only people who will care enough to help 

are those for whom strategy is real. Things that feel real to people, as 

psychologist William James pointed out over a century ago, are both 

interesting and personally significant. They are experienced, not just 

pronounced.”

Therefore implementing empathic design within an organization 

including several disciplines, I raise a third criteria to make sure a 

design team understand the patient’s experiences and life difficulties. As 

discovered in chapter 3.8 as reason for doing this could frame a need for 

approaching the task by Experience-based Problem Solving. 

As practiced the method in the UK project, I see it as relevant to frame 

life difficulties but also strengthen what makes a post stroke hemiplegic 

patients life rich, personal and meaningful.

Criterion number three is therefore invented on the basis of approaching 

post stroke hemiplegic patients life difficulties with an experience-based 

approach to envision his or her daily challenges by realising the problem. 

 

To embed this emotional coherence with the user, either a post stroke 

hemiplegic patient, or another type of user from the health and wellbeing 

environment, the implementation of an Experience-based Problem 

Solving method builds a solid foundation for understanding the context, 

which you are designing, in order to empathize and emotionally relate to 

the user. Another concern is also, from what I enrolled in the UK project 

– that Experience-based Problem Solving drives both the management 

and practice of empathic design, and thereby relevant for establishing a 

design criteria within this purpose. 

The Experience-based Problem Solving approach fosters methods in an 

organization for people to experience user difficulties, to read, interpret 

and explain the users’ stories to envision possible change and futures. To 

understand these stories, I have created a fourth design criterion.
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7.4 Criteria 4 – show it, don’t tell it!

From analysing the UK project, I have discovered several 

issues when documenting empirical data. This could be seen as a 

missing link of a rational language for emotionally understanding and 

transformation as discovered in chapter 2.4.

To prevent this loss, a managerial task is to predict a shared language. 

In the case study review, I interpret this as a method of Empathic Visual 

Transformation – to make sure that all data is reflected and visually 

translated. The idea revolving the principle is to identify, organize, and 

communicate in ways that access both logical and generic thinking. 

From my lesson in doing interview as a part of the UK project, I 

hypothesis that the method of Empathic Visual Transformation both can 

involve filming, drawing and illustration to evolve into several graphics 

and diagrams for getting an overview of the project.

To put visual imagery into work processes of a design team brings ideas 

to life, and thereby simplify team collaboration to benefit the process in 

creating stories that go to the heart of how designers cultivate empathy. A 

design manager could therefore strategically use the method to generate 

good will for new ideas. 

Criterion number four is therefore constructed to keep and preserve 

a shared language, to create stories between the implicated, and the 

work process of discussion, reflections and insight to make concrete 

meaningful statements, as shown in chapter 3.21.

From my experiences of engaging several disciplines in an empathic 

design process, a shared visual language fosters an understanding of the 

message by its being visual. This I particular learnt in the UK project, 

to visual transforms users journey and therefore used ethnographic tools 

to document for example a study of interviews. Therefore, the method 

Empathic Visual Transformation could benefit several disciplines within 

a research phase. 
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To implement this as a criterion secures the design team to gain access to 

knowledge easily and in an understandable way. This of course predicts 

interactive graphic design skills of some of the implicated and thereby 

the management, to practice the method - for the rest to appreciate. 

To foster a creative understanding, criterion number four visually 

captures the user experience and brings it to life to be shared and told in 

the organization.

7.5 Criteria 5 – Make, make, make

From what I discovered in the case study review, the building 

of an empathic tool, designed as a glove, was a great experience. As 

the method gained at lot of insight, emotionally as well as physically I 

therefore find the method as curtaining a big relevance. 

Using design research as a part of this evidence, I have invented a 

new method. I chose to coin this as a Participatory Making method, 

for everyone to be involved in the empathic design process to produce 

creative ideas of how to experience a patient’s condition and thereby 

accurately clarify life difficulties within testing and trying. 

To trigger this the Participatory Making can engage the design team as 

well as the organization to reach a level of expertise knowledge and an 

opportunity to learn about the type of patients or users they are designing 

for.

In the process of making lies an opportunity to understand user perspective 

can occur and thereby locate real patient needs. This social relation 

embeds and benefits the project with a broad and diverse perspective 

and can in the best case include or produce an interesting and fulfilling 

outcome. The idea of a Participatory Making criterion is to include other 

disciplines, as well as developing an inspiring atmosphere of gaining 

great results to nurture further phases in an empathic design process.  
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7.6 criteria 6 – How to thrust the process?

To prevent, from what I experienced in the UK project as 

frustration and ambiguity – I suggest that the managing role need to 

look into the practicing of empathic design as a hypothesis driven 

activity. The person has to rely on his or her skills to perform this for 

the rest of a team. 

To know when a design team has explored enough is a relevant and 

important question to ask one self in the act of practicing design with 

an empathic approach. My experience was that the paths of gaining 

information could be many. In contradiction, there is an overflow of low-

quality information available from sources like the Internet as derived 

from chapter 3.21. High-quality information on the other hand requires 

time spent on field research such as Experience-based Problem Solving, 

Empathic Visual Transformation, Participatory Making and Facilitating 

Participants, as discovered in chapter 4. 

Within this methodology the design manager could find comfort to make 

a trustworthy performance for others to believe and drive the empathic 

design process.  

To treat a project with this kind of a natural suspect also base the need 

of the before mentioned methodology. In chapter 2.4, I concluded when 

putting design with an empathic approach together with management 

a design manager should learn that the outcome would be an iterative 

rather than linear process – to state the essence of practicing empathic 

design! 

To understand the essence of empathic design requires that both the 

management and the design team trust and believe that the process is 

experimental and thereby iterate to pursue an interesting outcome. 
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7.7 Suggestions

To handle the managerial aspects of the project, as seen as logical 

and design practice, as seen as emotional, my suggestions for design 

criteria can be a help for establishing a reasonable and meaningful 

purpose for the empathic design process. 

Firstly I conclude that a design manager could embed an empathic design 

policy to secure an emphatic agenda; the next step could be to create a 

design brief to formalize the implementation of an empathic project. The 

brief could help the manager to define and plan the aims and goals of the 

project as well as locate the resources to structure the deadlines.

To evaluate the brief and how to handle the design project, guidelines 

within my suggestions of design criteria could then be implemented. The 

design criteria should be a part of the design brief, to evolve throughout 

the process as suggestions for the management and practice of design 

with an empathic approach. 

I therefore enrol six criteria to set up a framework for others to manage 

and practice empathic design methodology and how to implement these 

methods in an organization, to contribute the field of design management, 

as well as be part of design research in general.

8. Thesis reflections

During my research in design management, I conclude that the 

placing of a post stroke hemiplegic patient should be at the centre of a 

design process. I therefore dedicate this thesis to the benefit of patients’ 

rights to choose functional, comfortable and enjoyable rehabilitation 

aids. 

When guiding others in managing and practicing design with an empathic 

approach, I believe I have come up with a framework which can be 

supported by several managers and design practitioners conducted in 
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design practitioners in the field of empathic design to employ. 

In the reflection of where to figure the patient in an empathic design 
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Fig 19 How the new methodology an the implementation of six design criteria situate 
the patient in the centre of an empathic design process.
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question. To develop precisely six criteria seems relevant in the presence 

of my research.

Within this reflection on how I came up with the six design criteria an 

attempt of trying to develop these criteria, new methodology started to 

appear. This was because serendipity occurred - as well as part of the 

reflections, based from the UK project shortcomings in chapter 4. Within 

the effort of discovering design criteria as a part of the goal for this 

thesis another interesting thing happened. The reflections evolved into 

four new methods.

Experiencing this, I am now able to rely even more on the fact that 

design processes evolve positively to be supported with research for an 

effective outcome. Again, if I were to rewrite the thesis, I might have 

found comfort in more than one source of how to embed empathic design 

into an organization, as Postma et al. (2012a) did in their article referring 

to Sanders. 

Several case studies might have dealt with more questioning of the 

establishment of methodology, tools and techniques for implementing 

the empathic design approach. Instead, my intention was only to let 

the theory of Sanders support my hypothesis of how to implement an 

empathic agenda in an organization. The reason for only letting Sanders 

influence this thesis is that the empathic approach is quite new to the 

field of design research. From my discoveries of empathic design origin 

– the first influence of the approach only started sixty years ago and had 

to do with better ergonomic conditions for soldiers. Therefore, a next 

step would be to test the validation of the methods and the development 

of my suggested design criteria to locate unseen managerial issues and 

new insight in relevance for organizing and incorporating my framework 

in to a real life set up. A solution to that reflection could be to contact 

and interview managers who all already work with embedding empathic 

design into organizations. Another way to employ this act could be to 

research the methodology further, or simply just begin practicing it. The 

last idea could be the development of a strategy of applying a job in an 

organization where empathic design is on the agenda. With this strategy, 

I can prove myself wrong or benefit others with my findings.
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9. Thesis conclusions

By questioning: “How can design research be useful in 

establishing design criteria for rehabilitation aids for hemiplegic 

patients? “ I combine design theory with design practice to locate 

findings in the field of design management. 

The goal is to change the environment and experience of rehabilitation, 

and in the effort of doing so I have started to re-think the design processes 

involved, in order to create new suggestions that will benefit the life 

quality of post stroke hemiplegic patients. With this mission in mind, I 

have connected my prior research from Kingston University in London 

with current design research, to identify an approach of managing design 

within stroke, hemiplegia and rehabilitation. 

In this definition, an empathic design discourse originates from a 

historical motive force to issue the management and practice of design 

with an empathic approach. This based on three perspectives. 

1. In the hands of former designers and architects born with a 

condition who makes them disabled and therefore first hand users.

2. From those who use a costume or an artifice to attempt an empathic 

agenda.

3. Advocates of an empathic related agenda including former 

engineers, architects or designers that went into the field of 

research. 

These different disciplines base the origin of the empathic design 

approach to which I conclude is similar to the latest developments of 

empathic design and in extension seen as part of the governmental 

agenda for societal changes. 

The discourse frames a holistic approach in changing the health and 

wellbeing environment. Within this act I have defined to employ design 

management, a better definition of this can be seen as the managerial 

discipline of practicing designs with an empathic approach. 
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What I learned in the UK project is that the practice of empathic design 

includes several skills and plays a multifaceted role. This furthermore 

appear in processes that iterates, not only in time, but also across levels 

of abstraction to seek comfort in the tangible. I therefore conclude that 

the empathic design process is experimental in its form and therefore 

needs management to stay on track.

This conclusion makes me reflect that the empathic design process is 

parallel design thinking, as both are perceived multidisciplinary methods 

with a function to conceive, plan and present ideas into process. 

To demonstrate how the discourse is related to design management I 

place it among the landscape of design in Sanders’ Topography to 

identify the challenges of this act. 

To be able to coin this, I identify the day-to-day challenges and life-

difficulties, physical as well as emotional, social as well as psychological 

of a post stroke patient, to make reason for an empathic agenda.

I furthermore reflect on the managerial issues reflected from the single 

case study of the UK project, to understand a post stroke hemiplegic 

patient’s challenges and opportunities in order to strategically manage a 

design process when designing for hemiplegia.

Within this discovery I identify a gap between the practice and the 

management of empathic design. In this act a new set of methodology 

rise to be methods that invent themselves from patterns of continuing 

managerial issues. These methods are as follows:

• Experience-based Problem solving

• Empathic Visual Transformation

• Participatory Making

• Facilitating Participants 

To embed this methodology in an organisational context, I create a 

framework for these methods to figure. I thereby conclude that to 

successfully implement empathic design, the approach has to permeate 
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a company, to affect the culture of the organization. 

To organize the methodology, I analyse relevant methods, tools and 

techniques as a way to operate the empathic approach among a design 

team and stakeholders. This is done by developing six design criteria 

when designing rehabilitation aids for post stroke hemiplegic patients, 

in order to reflect on the issues of practicing and managing design on the 

operational, organisational and strategic level.

These are based on the fact that;

• An empathic design process takes time to organize, practice, evaluate 

and plan. 

• Embedding an empathic design policy can be a way of approaching 

an organization to be successfully embedded.

• An Experience-based Problem Solving approach can be a driver of 

the empathic design process.

• A design manager has to be aware of the importance of visual 

documentation of all information gained. This by using the method 

Empathic Visual Transformation.

• That a Participatory Making method can foster prototypes of 

“empathic tools”. This to be followed by a Facilitating Participants 

method to create an inspiring prototyping set up.

• To effectively manage the practice of empathic design – a solution 

can be to plan the work - and then work the plan. 

I finally conclude that this framework situates the place of post stroke 

hemiplegic patient to be put at the centre, when an organization wants 

to establish an efficient and effective work method for others to manage 

and practice design with an empathic approach.
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